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Results in Brief ..

Principal Findings

Public Law 98"620
Amendments

Executive Summary

rate for federal inventions was "distressingly low" and that a Statutory
Invention Registration's invention protection is adequate for the
majority of government-owned inventions. The Congress intended that
federal agencies actively use Statutory Invention Registrations.

Implementation of Public Law 98-620 has been delayed because the
Department of Commerce only issued interim government-wide regula
tions in July 1986. University administrators and small business repre
sentatives whom we interviewed stated that Public Law 96-517, has
had, and Public Law 98-620 will have, a significant positive impact on
their research and innovation efforts.

Federal agencies have implemented the President's memorandum. Most
university and small business respondents said that large businesses
should have title rights to federallyfunded inventions and that the Pres
ident's memorandum has not adversely affected their organizations.

The Departments of Defense and Energy used Statutory Invention
Registrations for 12 percent of their Patent Office applications in fiscal
year 1986. Eighteen of the 25 university and 5 of the 8 small business
respondents we talked with told us that they did not expect their organi
zations to use Statutory Invention Registrations. Given the small use
made of Statutory Invention Registrations and in light of congressional
intent, GAO believes the Departments of Defense and Energy should take
actions to encourage the use of the Statutory Invention Registration
procedure.

Implementation of the Public Law 98-620 amendments to Public Law 96
517 has been delayed because the Departments of Commerce and
Energy disagreed over Commerce's proposed regulations that affect
Energy's government-owned, contractor-operated facilities.

Administrators at 25 universities stated that Public Law 96-517 has
been significant in stimulating business sponsorship of university
research, which has grown 74 percent from $277 million in fiscal year
1980 to $482 million in fiscal year 1985 (in constant 1982 dollars). How
ever, many university administrators said that it is too early to measure
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Recommendations

Agency Comments

Executive Sununary

issuance fees for a patent. In addition, agencies would have to pay peri
odic maintenance fees to keep a patent in effect, while no maintenance
fees are required for a Statutory Invention Registration. Statutory
Invention Registrations also could reduce agencies' patent prosecution
work load which, according to an internal Navy study, accounted for 19
percent of Navy patentattorneys' time in fiscal year 1982.

We recommend that the Secretary of Defense and the Secretary of
Energy encourage the use of Statutory Invention Registrations by (I)
establishing written criteria for determining whether to file for a patent
ora Statutory Invention Registration, (2) recognizing Statutory Inven
tion Registrations in their incentive award programs, and (3) estab
lishing annual percentage goals for using the Statutory Invention
Registration procedure.

The final draft of this report was sent to thepepartments ofCommerce,
Defense, and Energy for comment. Commerce concurred with the
report's findings and recommendations, stating that it contained a sound
analysis based on a balanced collection of data. Defense concurred with
the report's findings and first two recommendations, but disagreed with
the recommendation that it establish goals for using Statutory Invention
Registrations. Energy concurred with the recommendation regarding the
incentive award program but disagreed with establishing written cri
teria and usage goals for Statutory Invention Registrations. Chapter 3
includes a summary of agencies' comments and GAO'S response.
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Subsequent Title
Rights Changes

Chapter 1
Introduction

In response to a Public Law 96-517 requirement that the Comptroller
General report annually to the Congress on the federal agencies' imple
mentation of the act's title rights provisions, we have issued four
reports:

Patents and Trademark Amendments of 1980 Set the Stage for Uniform
Patent Practice by Federal Agencies (PAD-82-32, May 20, 1982);

• Major Federal Research and Development Agencies Are Implementing
the Patent and Trademark Amendments of 1980 (GAO/RCED-84-26, Feb.
28,1984);
Federal Agencies' PoIlciesand Practices Are in Accordance with Patent
and Trademark Amendments of 1980 (GAO/RCED-85-94, Aug. 29, 1985);
and

• Patent Policy: Universities' Research Efforts under Public Law 96-517
(GAO/RCED-86-93, April 4, 1986).

Since 1980 the government has taken two additional actions to extend
title rights to federal funding agreement recipients. On February 18,
1983, President Reagan issued a memorandum on government patent
policy to agency heads stating that, to the extent permitted by law,
agency policy is to give all funding agreement recipients the title rights
to federally funded inventions that Public Law 96-517 gave to nonprofit
organizations and small businesses. In effect, the memorandum directed
federal agencies to give large businesses, with a few exceptions basedon
statutory requirements, the right to retain title to their federally funded
inventions.

Public Law 98-620, enacted on November 8, 1984, amended Public Law
96-517 by extending its coverage and easing or removing some of its
restrictions. The act allows nonprofit and small business funding agree
ment recipients to take title to (1) novel varieties of sexually repro
ducing plants and (2) inventions that their government-owned,
contractor-operated (GOCO) facilities develop, except that title rights are
restricted for Department of Energy (DOE) GOCOS that are primarily dedi
cated to.naval nuclear propulsion or weapons-related programs. The act
eased restrictions on when a small business or nonprofit funding agree
ment recipient is required to disclose an invention to the sponsoring fed
eralagency, the amount of time it has to elect to take title to the
invention, and the ability of a nonprofit funding agreement recipient to
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Chapterl
Introduction

determine who conceived the invention first and the use of the SIR appli
cation's filing date as evidence of a constructive reduction to practice. If
the Patent and Trademark Office determines that the SIR is prior art
(existing, publicly known technical information), it would reject the
patent application.

A SIR is intended to be less expensive than a patent for the applicant
because the Patent and Trademark Office limits its examination to the
application's specification of and claims about the invention. (In partic
ular, it does not examine the SIR application's section on prior art, unless
a SIR is subject to a Patent and Trademark Office interference pro
ceeding.) Because of the limited examination, the Patent and Trademark

. Office charges $400 for a SIR'S application and issuance fees, while it
. charges alarge business or a government agency $900 for a patent's

application and issuance fees.- In addition, the Patent and Trademark
Office Appropriation Authorization Act (Public Law 97-247, Aug. 27,
1982) requires the Patent and Trademark Office to collect periodic
maintenance fees for patents issued after August 27, 1982, but no main
tenance fees are required for SIRS. Currently, the first maintenance fee
for large businesses and government agencies is $450 and is paid 3-1/2
years after the patent is issued; the second maintenance fee is $890 and
is paid 7-1/2 years after the patent is issued; and the third maintenance
fee is $1,340 and is paid 11-1/2 years after the patent is issued.

Under 35 u.S.C. 102(b), a patent application must be filed within 1 year
after an invention is publicly disclosed in a printed publication or else it
cannot be patented. For individuals or organizations who do not need a
patent's defensive protection because they do not procure or manufac
ture large quantities of products that result from their research efforts,
public disclosure of an invention by publishing an article in a scientific
journal provides a less expensive alternative to filing and prosecuting a
patent or a8IR application. Filing a. SIR instead of relying on a published
article has two 'advantages: (1) the Patent and Trademark Office recog
nizes the SIR as of the date that the application is filed while publication
of an article could be delayed by the journal's review process and (2) a
SIR applicant can participate in a Patent and Trademark Office interfer
ence proceeding ifa subsequent inventor applies for a patent, while an
inventor who relies on public disclosure is not allowed to participate.

3Nonprofit organizations and smallbusinessespay half of the amountthat largebusinessesand gov
ernmentagenciespay for a patent'sapplication.fssuance, and maintenance fees, but wouldpay the
eeme amount for aSIR'sapplicationand issuancefees.
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Chapter 1
Introduction

To assess the impact of the patent policy changes on universities, other
nonprofit organizations, and smallbusinesses, we conducted structured
interviews with 25 university administrators who are responsible for
sponsored research or patent management and with 8 small business
trade association representatives and/or small businessmen. CApps. I
and II list the universities and small business trade associations, respec
tively.) The questions were designed to elicit the respondents' opinions
on whether Public Laws 96-517 and 98-620 have achieved or will
achieve stated goals of promoting collaboration between universities
and businesses, reducing universities' and small businesses' administra
tive costs, and encouraging small businesses to participate in federally
sponsored research and development efforts. We did not assess whether
the laws increased the likelihood that federally funded inventions would
be commercialized because university administrators had told us during
the audit work for our report, Patent Policy: Universities' Research
Efforts Under Public Law 96-517, that it is too early to measure this
effect.

To better understand businesses' reasons for sponsoring research at uni
versities, we interviewed executives at 10 firms that sponsor research.
These executives were recommended to us by university administrators.
We also reviewed federal agency data on research and development obli
gations and contract awards for fiscal years 1982 and 1985 to assess
whether the President's memorandum had adversely affected federal
research and development funding for nonprofit organizations and small
businesses.

The universities in our sample included 18 of the 19 that provided infor
mation for our previous report on university research efforts under
Public Law 96-517 as well as 7 other universities drawn from the mem
bership of the Society of University Patent Administrators. We did not
interview administrators at other nonprofit organizations because of the
limited size of our sample and because universities received almost 80
percent of federal research and development funds that all nonprofit
organizations received in fiscal year 1985. The small business represent
atives were identified by Small Business Administration officials or by
small business representatives as being knowledgeable about federal
patent policy. Our sample of universities and small businesses is not rep
resentative, and our results cannot be generalized to all U.S. universities
and small businesses.
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Title Rights Changes Have
Had Minimal Impact on
DOD

Title Rights Changes Will
Affect DOE Procedures

Chapter 2
Title Rights to Federally Funded Inventions

Budget COMB) for approval in January 1986. DOE reviewed these regula
tions and still objected to the handling of two of the issues it had raised,
and it objected to new language that Commerce had added on classified
and sensitive inventions.

Commerce subsequently resolved these issues with DOEand obtained
OMB'S approval to issue the regulations. However, in a letter dated June
2, 1986, the Chairman, Subcommittee on Oversight and Investigations,
House Committee on Energy and Commerce, expressed concern about
the regulatory review process. In response, Commerce issued an Interim
Final Rule on July 14, 1986, which provided for a 60-day public com
ment period and gave federal agencies a basis for implementing Public
Law 98-620. Commerce issued its final regulations on March 18, 1987. A
task force of federal agency officials is modifying the Federal Acquisi
tion Regulation to conform with Commerce's regulations.

Army, Navy, and Air Force patent attorneys told us that Public Law 96
517 has had a beneficial impact for some small business and nonprofit
contractors because, prior to the act's passage in 1980, these contractors
had to have an approved mechanism for commercializing technology to
obtain an advance waiver of title rights. Without one, they had to
request a deferred determination of title rights on a case-by-case basis.

The patent attorneys said that the President's February 1983 memo
randum generally had minimal impact on their procedures because DOD

historically had granted large business contractors an advance waiver of
title rights to any resulting inventions. However, one important change
is that the memorandum removed a previous restriction that federal
agencies normally should retain title rights to inventions that concern
public health, safety, or welfare. As a result, medical research contrac
tors can obtain an advance waiver for related inventions.

DOE GOGO facilities perform most of DOE'S research and development. DOE

based its patent policy on legislation, including the Atomic Energy Act
of 1954 C42 U.S.C. 2182) and the Federal Nonnuclear Energy Research
and Development Act of 1974 C42 U.S.C. 5908), that restricted its ability
to give title rights to inventions. However, while Public Law 96-517 had
excepted GOGO facilities from its provisions, Public Law 98-620 extended
the title rights option to nonprofit or small business operators of GOGO

facilities that are not primarily dedicated to DOE'S naval nuclear propul
sion or weapons-related programs.
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Title Rights Changes
Affected NASA Procedures

Title Rights Changes Have
Had Minimal Impact on HHS
and NSF

J

Chapter 2
Title Rights to Federally Funded Inventions

circumstances to Commerce in June 1985. These statements cite Public
Law 98-620's legislative history as a basis for the exclusions.

Before 1980, NASA'S patent policy was based on the National Aeronautics
and Space Act of 1958 (42 u.S.C. 2457), which required NASAto take title
to inventions unless it granted a waiver to the contractor. With the
enactment of Public Law 96-517, NASAhas given small business and non
profit contractors, including the California Institute of Technology,
which operates NASA'S Jet Propulsion Laboratory, the option to elect title
rights to inventions that they make.

NASApatent attorneys told us that the President's February 1983 memo
randum had more of a procedural than substantive impact on large busi
ness contractors because, between the mid-1970's and 1983, NASA

waived its rights for almost 90 percent of the contractor requests. As a
result of the President's memorandum, large business contractors can
petition for an advance waiver at the time of contract negotiations. The
attorneys said that NASAalso streamlined its procedures for reviewing
case-by-case waiver requests so that, on average, these requests are
processed in 6 instead of 8 weeks. OveralL NASAattorneys estimated that
waivers were granted for 99 percent of the requests made since 1983.

HHS and NSF officials stated that the President's February 1983 memo
randum and Public Law·98-620 have had little substantive impact on
their patent policies or procedures. Both HHS and NSF principally fund
university research, and they began to offer title rights to universities in
the 1970's through institutional patent agreements. HHS and NSF obli
gated less than 5 percent of their estimated research and development
budgets to businesses in fiscal year 1986.

Similar to DOD officials, HHS officials stated that the President's memo
randum is important because it removed restrictions on public health,
safety, and welfare inventions. HHS now can give advance waivers to
pharmaceutical firms, which want clear title to any resulting products
to justify the substantial costs of product development and testing. The
change primarily has resulted in about 30 collaborative agreements
between businesses and HHS laboratories.
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Table 2.2: Elltent to Which Public Laws

Chapter 2
Title Rights to Federally Funded Inventions

Most university administrators said federal patent policy changes were
one of many factors that have improved their universities' research and
innovation efforts in recent years and cited other factors, such as the
rapid development of high technology industries and tax credits for
businesses that donate research equipment, as being equally or more sig
nificant for their universities. However, three administrators stated that
Public Laws 96-517 and 98-620 have had the most significant impact for
their universities' research and innovation efforts.

The university administrators said that Public Laws 96-517 and 98-620
have stimulated business interest in funding research at their universi
ties from a moderate to a great extent. (See table 2.2.) Nineteen adminis
trators said that business sponsorship of research at theiruniversities
has increased as a direct result of the laws. Eighteen said that the
number of research funding agreements that their universities have
signed with businesses between 1981 and 1985 was much higher than
the number that was signed in the previous 5-year period.

96-517 and 118-620 Have Stimulated
Business Sponsorship of University
Research

Very great extent

Great extent

Moderate extent

Some extent

Little or no extent

3
10
8
4
o

According to NSF, total business sponsorship of university research grew
74 percent, from $277 million in fiscal year 1980 to $482 million in fiscal
year 1985 (in constant 1982 dollars). For 23 of the 25 universities we
surveyed (data for the other 2 universities was not available), industrial
sponsorship of research more than doubled from $70 million in fiscal
year 1980 to $160 million in fiscal year 1985 (in constant 1982 dollars).

The number of federally funded invention disclosures that 23 of the uni
versities reported grew from 908 in fiscal year 1982 to 1,025 in fiscal
year 1985. Overall, university administrators said that Public Laws 96
517 and 98-620 have increased to some extent the number of licenses
that their universities have negotiated for federally funded inventions.

Table 2.3 shows the university administrators' assessments of the
impact of some of the Public Law 98-620 amendments to Public Law 96
517. All of the administrators stated that the amendment removing
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Title Rights' Impact on
Small Businesses

Table2.4: Impactof Public Laws 96·517

Chapter 2
Title Rights to Federally Funded Inventions

new product lines for the company, and they generally sought an exclu
sive license for any resulting inventions.

Nine executives-identified Public Law 96-1517 as an important factor
that influenced their companies' decisions to increase their sponsorship
of university research. Eight executives told us that universities are
more receptive to receiving corporate funding, in part because Public
Law 96-517 has increased their interest in patenting and licensing
technology.

Six executives stated that Public Laws 96-517 and 98-620 had stimu
lated business interest in funding university research to either a very
great or great extent. Seven executives said that the Public Law 98-620
provision removing restrictions on licensing federally funded inventions
will have a significant impact on their companies' sponsorship of uni
versity research.

Overall, the eight small business trade association representatives and/
or small businessmen whom we interviewed stated that Public Laws 96
517 and 98-620 have had a significant positive effect on small busi
nesses'research and innovation efforts because small businesses can
retain title to any inventions that result from the research. (See table
2.4.) Four of the representatives said that the option to retain title rights
has encouraged their firms to bid on federal contracts. Three others said
that the title rights provisions are an essential element in encouraging
participation in the federal Small Business Innovation Research (SBIR)

program,» because small businesses that get SBIR funding are assured
that they can retain title rights to inventions resulting from the
research.

and 98·620 en Small Businesses Very significant positive impact

Significant-positive impact
Moderate positive impact

Some positive impact
Little or no positive impact

2Federal agencieswith an annual budgetof at least $100 millionfor researchanddevelopmentper
formed by outside partiesare required to set aside up to 1.25 percentof their budgetsfor SBIR
projects. Forour assessmentof the sam program, see !!gplementing the SmallBusinessInnovation
Development Act The First 2 Years (GAOjRCED-86-13,Oct. 25, 1985) and Research and Develop
ment: A Prome of Selected Firms Awarded Small Bnsiness Innovation Research Funds (GAO/RCED
86-I13FS, March 21, 1986).

2
4
2
o
o
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Table 2.6: Respondents' Perceptions
on Whether Title Rights Should Be
Given to LargleBusinesses

Chapter 2
Title Rlghts to Federally Funded Inventions

Definitely yes

Probably yes

Uncertain

Probably no

Definitely no

University
administrators

10

9
4
2
o

Small business
representatives

3
3

o

Nineteen respondents said that large businesses should have title rights
because they could more effectively commercialize the technology than
the government, particularly because inventors could be actively
involved in the process. Twelve respondents favored giving title rights
to large businesses because they perceived no reason for distinguishing
between universities and small businesses on the one hand and large
businesses on the other. Two respondents cited the potential for reduced
government procurement costs because the option to retain title rights
to resulting inventions may increase business interest in competing for
contracts.

Six respondents, including some who were uncertain, expressed concern
about giving title rights to large businesses because large businesses do
not aggressively commercialize technology. Five respondents said that
universities and small businesses should be given a preference over
large businesses because universities, which mainly conduct basic
research, need a stimulus to commercialize resulting inventions and
small businesses are at a competitive disadvantage with large
businesses.

There has been concern that the President's February 1983 memo
randum would induce large businesses to compete for federal research
and development funding against universities and small businesses.
However, 15 university administrators and 4 small business representa
tives stated that the President's memorandum definitely or probably has
not had an impact on universities and small businesses. Eight university
administrators and two small business representatives were uncertain
whether the memorandum has had an impact. Two university adminis
trators and two small business representatives said that the memo
randum definitely or probably has had an impact; however, both
university administrators who cited an impact said that the President's
memorandum has had a positive effect on their universities because
businesses are more aware of federal patent policy changes and more
interested in sponsoring university research.
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SIR Usage

Chapter 3
Statutory Invention Registrations

H.,; .the Committee expects that the Government will ordinarily use a SIR unless an
inventionhas commercial,potential which justifies the expenses of obtaining a
patent. While the Committee recognizes that it is sometimes difficult to decide
whichinventions have such potential, especially in fields where there is fast
breaking research, the Committee wishes to emphasize that an agency's decision on
this question should not be based simply on speculation or theoretical possibilities."

The Senate Committee on the Judiciary also noted that, during the 5
year life of the Defensive Publication program, federal agencies filed at
least 8,925 patent applications but only one defensive publication appli
cation. To monitor agency compliance, Public Law 98-622 requires the
Secretary of Commerceto report annually to the Congress on SIRS,

including an assessment of federal agency usage of SIRS, resulting cost
savings, and their effectiveness in aiding the management of federally
developed technology. As of March 20, 1987, Commerce had not issued
its first report on the SIR program.

In fiscal year 1986, the Patent and Trademark Office received 131,403
patent applications and issued 76,993 patents, including more than
1,050 to federal agencies. During the fiscal year, a total of 238 SIR appli
cations were filed, including 187 from federal agencies, 42 from
nonfederal sources, and 9 in which the assignment of the SIR'S title was
not designated. The 238 SIR applications included both original SIR appli
cations and those converted from a patent application to a SIR applica
tion after the Patent Office had issued either an initial or final rejection
of the patent application.' Of the 187 federal SIR applications, 121 were
original SIR applications and 66 were patent application conversions.

According to Patent and Trademark Office officials, large businesses
filed all of the 42 nonfederal SIR applications. This is not surprising
given the results of our survey on the impact of federal patent policy
changes on nonprofit organizations and small businesses. Thirteen of the
25 university administrators we interviewed said that their universities
were not aware of the SIR procedure, and 6 of the small business repre
sentatives said that small businesses generally were not aware of SIRS.

Eighteen university administrators said that universities will not use
SIRS regularly, primarily because (1) universities do not need defensive
patent protection since they do not procure or manufacture products
that result from their research and development efforts and (2) their

ITheprimaryreasonfor converting to aSIR is that the Patentand Trademark Officedoes not review
priorart unless an interference proceeding is neededto determine whether a competing inventionhas
priorityfor patent protection.
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Table 3.1: CIOOand DOE Patent and SIR
Applications in Fiscal Year 1966 Patent Ori~nal

Agency applications IRs Conversions Total SIRs
DOD
Army 221 70 27 97
Navy 139 38 12 50
AirForce 222 0 15 15
DOE 294 11 11 22
Total 876 1198 65" 1848

, "

aln addition, the Departrnent.of Agriculture and the Nuclear Regulatory Commission each filed an orig
inal SIR application.

bNASA also converted one :~ppljcati()n,fromapatent to a SIR.
Source: 000, DOE, and the Patent and Trademark Office.

Patent and Trademark Office officials told us that they are disappointed
in federal agency usage of SIRS to date. The director of the Patent and
Trademark Office unit that handles all SIR applications had anticipated
that federal agencies would file about 500 original SIR applications per
year, butonly 121 original applications were filed in fiscal year 1986.
The Navy, for example, supported the establishment of the SIR proce
dure, and the director of the Navy's patent program testified in 1983
that theNavy anticipated using a SIR in approximately 75 percent of the
patent applications filed.' In fact, the Navy used SIRS for only 21 percent
of its Patent and Trademark Office applications in fiscal year 1986. As
shown in table 3.1, it filed38 original SIR applications and 139 patent
applications.

Navy patent attorneys told us that the 75 percent usage rate was overly
optimistic. They noted that the number of patent applications that the
Navy files has dropped from 445 in fiscal year 1982, the year used as a
basis for its testimony, to 139 in fiscal year 1986. They also stated that
in fiscal year 1986 the Navy publicly disclosed 72 inventions on which it

. did not subsequently file patent or SIR applications through its Navy
Technical Disclosure Bulletin.

2In its testimony supporting a 75 percent usage rate, the Navy had requested that an issued SIR not
state that it does not have the enforceable attributes of a patent. However, 'subsection (c) of the SIR
provisions (35 U.RC. 157(c)) requires that a SIR give appropriate notice to the public of its attributes.
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With regard to the third concern, an agency saves money because it
pays lower Patent and Trademark Office fees and reduces the work load
of its patent attorneys. The Patent Office charges $400 for a SIR'S appli
cation and issuance fees, while it charges $900 for a patent's application
and issuance fees. In addition, the federal agency has to determine
whether to pay periodic maintenance fees to keep its patent in force
while no maintenance fees are required for a SIR. The first maintenance
fee for a patent is $450 and is paid 3-1/2 years after the patent is issued.

DOE and DOD patent attorneys told us that the commercial potential of an
invention is difficult toassess. DOEpatent attorneys said that DOE wants
to allow sufficient time to develop and market an invention to potential
licensees, so it will normally pay a patent's first maintenance fee. How
ever, the attorneys said that DOE would carefully screen a patented
invention's commercial potential before paying the second maintenance
fee after 7-1/2 years. Air Force and Navy patent attorneys stated that
the Air Force has procedures and the Navy plans to develop procedures
that require evidence of business interest in licensing an invention
before they pay the first maintenance fees. An Army patent attorney
said that, while no centralized determination will be made on whether to
pay maintenance fees, criteria are being drafted to assist the
subordinate organizations that file patent applications to determine
whether to pay the first fees. An agency can reduce its Patent and
Trademark Office fees by $500 per application by filing for a SIR instead
of a patent and may reduce subsequent maintenance fee costs because
they are not required for SIRS.

The second cost savings for an agency is a reduced patent attorney work
load. An internal Navy study on how its attorneys spent their time on
patent-related activities in fiscal year 1982 found that 13 percent (5,630
hours) was spent on work related to invention disclosures; 68 percent
(29,525 hours) was spent on work related to patent applications,
including evaluating the inventions for patentability, searching for prior
art, and preparing the application paperwork; and 19 percent (8,169
hours) was spent on patent prosecution activities, including amending
patent applications and filing appeals and petitions.

While the same application is required for a patent or a SIR, a SIR applica
tion cal1.reduce the time that an applicant's patent attorneys spend
prosecuting and amending the application. Upon review of an applica
tion, a Patent and Trademark Office examiner will approve it or issue an
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Table3.2: DODand DOEPatenting and
Licensing Ac:tivity lor FiscalYears 1981 1982 1983 1984 1985 1986
1981-86 Army

Patent applications 342 303 266 280 247 221
Patents received 249 235 226 233 220 241
Licenses issued 1 4 5 5 0 1
Patents licensed" 1 8 8 10 0 4
Royalty income $5,454 $30,592 $23,877 $10,300 $5,060 $8,435
Navy
Patent applications 514 445 373 281 288 139
Patents received 343 344 295 313 253 199
Licenses Issued 7 15 9 11 5 0
Patents licensed' 7 15 12 22 5 0
Royalty income $5 $57,935 $28,113 $14,000 $8,410 $6,334
Air Force
Patent applications 172 238 210 205 216 222
Patents received 149 98 144 204 180 203
Licenses issued 0 0 0 1 2 0
Patents licensed" 0 0 0 1 2 0
Royalty income 0 0 0 0 $6,000 $7,299

DOE"
Patent applications 327 380 321 373 269 294
Patentsreceived 232 239 219 298 288 259
Licenses issued 19 7 16 24 24 23
Patents licensed' 17. 7 16 19 20 37

Royalty income $262,335 $208,235 $82,450 $53,700 $30,562 $41,680

TotalDODand DOE

Patent applications 1,355 1,366 1,170 1,139 1,020 876
Patentsreceived 973 916 884 1,048 941 902
Licenses issued 27 26 30 41 31 24
Patents licensed' 25 30 36 52 27 41
Royalty income $267,794 $296,762 $134,440 $78,000 $50,032 $63,748

"Patents licensed can differfrom licenses issued because a patentcould be separately licensed to
several licensees or,alternatively, several patentscould be licensed as a packageto a licensee.

bOOE patent applications and patents received do notinclude those that contractors filed and received
onbehalf ofDOE.
Source: DOD and DOE.

On an annual averageforthef-year period, the Army filed 277 patent
applications, received 234 patents, issued 3 licenses on 5 patents, and
received royalty income of $13,953; the Navy filed 340 patent applica-
tions, received 291 patents, issued 8 licenses on 10 patents, and received
royalty income of $19,133; the Air Force filed 211 patent applications,
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o

intent, DOD and DOEpatenting and licensing statistics, and potential cost
savings, we believe that DOD and DOEshould take specific actions to
encourage the use of SIRS, which Commerce could assess in its annual
report on SIRS to the Congress.

We recommend that the Secretary of Defense and the Secretary of
Energy encourage the use of SIRS by (1) establishing written criteria for
determining whether to file for a patent or a SIR, (2) recognizing SIRS in
their incentive awards programs, and (3) establishing annual percentage
goals for using SIRS.

The Departments of Commerce, Defense, and Energy provided written
comments on the draft report that appear in appendixes IV, V, and VI.

Commerce agreed with our analysis and recommendations on SIRS and
added that its report to the Congress may contain additional informa
tion and recommendations.

DOD concurred with our findings and stated that by July 1, 1987, it plans
to develop written criteria for determining whether to file for a patent
ora SIR. DOD also stated that it plans to use the same incentive awards
for SIRS as it uses for patents. The Army implemented its incentive
awards program for SIRS in January 1987; the Air Force intends to pub
lish its incentive awards program for SIRS in May 1987; and, the Navy
intends to develop an incentive awards program for SIRS by July 1, 1987.

DOD disagreed with our recommendation that it establish annual per
centage goals for using SIRS, stating that the recommendation is prema
ture because (1) SIRS are new and more experience is needed before
setting arbitrary percentage goals and (2) the Federal Technology
Transfer Act of 1986, which was enacted in October 1986, is intended to
encourage the transfer of technology from federal (government-oper
ated) laboratories to the private sector and provide financial incentives
to both the federal agency and inventor by allowing them to retain roy
alty income. Our report notes changes in DOD patent activity, such as the
drop in the Navy's patent applications from 445 in fiscal year 1982 to
139 in fiscal year 1986, and the enactment of the Federal Technology
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Third, DOD suggested that the report present data on the number of pat
ents that were licensed in addition to the number of licenses that agen
cies issued. We agree, and we have modified table 3.2 accordingly.

DOE concurred with our recommendation that it recognize SIRS in its
incentive awards program but stated that such a program would have a
minimal impact on its patent program because virtually 100 percent of
its inventions arise from nongovernmental employees. DOE disagreed,
however, with our recommendations that it establish written criteria for
determining whether to file for a patent or a SIR and annual percentage
goals for using SIRS.

Regarding establishing written criteria, DOE stated that it has had such
written guidelines in use since 1985. To support this assertion, DOE pro
vided us its invention evaluationform. We disagree that the invention
evaluation form implements our recommendation. The form requires the
inventor, contractor attorney, or DOE attorney to provide background
information about the invention, its relationship to other inventions, and
the potential for commercialization that can be assessed to determine
whether to file a patent application. It does not provide uniform written
criteria that contractors or DOE field attorneys can use as a standard for
deciding, for example, whether an invention has sufficient commercial
potential to file for a patent instead of a SIR. DOE also could address in its
criteria other policy issues that it mentioned in its comments on the
draft report, such as (1) whether SIRS are appropriate for inventions
related to its uranium enrichment or radioactive waste management pro
grams, given the possibility that these programs may be privatized in
the future, and (2) DOE'S obligations to foreign countries for research
and development that is jointly funded through international agree
ments. (DOE could not provide data on the dollars spent on or the num
bers of patent applications resulting from research and development
sponsored through international agreements in fiscal year 1986.)

DOE disagreedwith the recommendation that it establish annual per
centage goals for using arss.statfng that such goals would be arbitrary
and that it uses SIRS when, in its judgment, such a course is prudent. We
continue to believe that DOE should establish annual SIR usage goals as a
means to stimulate its compliance with congressional intent that federal
agencies should actively use the SIR procedure. Between 1981 and 1986,

. DOE licensed about 6 percent of the inventions for which it applied for a
patent. In fiscal year 1986, while DOE licensed 37 inventions, it filed 294
patent applications and only 11 original SIR applications. We believe that
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National Laboratory, and Sandia National Laboratories). Much of DOE'S

atomic energy defense research and development is likely to be consid
ered classified or sensitive. or is likely to have little commercial potential
outside DOE'S weapons production program. The SIR procedure may be
appropriate for protecting the government's interest in many of the
inventions arising from this research.
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Small Business Trade Associations Contacted

American Association of Small Research Companies'
Issue Commissioner for Innovation, White House Conference on Small Business
Innovation Development Institute
National Coalition for Science and Technology
National Council on lndustriallnnovation
Small Business Association of New England

aWe contacted threebusinessmen whoaremembers of this tradeassociation -.
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for l.arge Business Operators of DOE's
GOeO Facilities

Appendix ill
Disposition of Title Rights for DOE's
GOCO Facilities

Contractor Facility or location

Contractor will be able to elect to take title to all inventions
EG&G Idaho, Inc. Idaho National Engineering Laboratory
Kaiser Engineers, Hanford' Hanford, Washington
M-K FergusonCompany Idaho National Engineering Laboratory
Martin Marietta EnergySystems, Inc. Oak Ridge NationalLaboratory
Martin Marietta Energy Systems, lnc.> PortsmouthGaseous Diffusion Plant
Rockwell International CanogaPark, California

Rust EngineeringCorporation Oak Ridge,Tennessee
West Valley NuclearServices WestValley, New York
Westinghouse Hanford Company Hanford Engineering Development

Laboratory
Restricted title rights to inventions (nonproduction facilities)

EG&GEnergy Measurements, Inc. NevadaTest Site
ReynoldsElectrical & Engineering Co., Inc. NevadaTest Site
AT&TTechnologies, Inc. Sandia National Laboratories
RockwellHanford Operations Hanford, WaShington
Restricted title rights to inventions (production facilities)
Bendix Corporation Kansas City, Missouri
E.I. du Pont de Nemoursand Co. Savannah River, South Carolina

General Electric Company Pinellas, Florida
Holmes& Narver, Inc. Pacific Operations/NevadaTestSite
Martin Marietta EnergySystems, Inc. Oak Ridge Y-12 Plant
Mason& Hanger-Silas Mason Co. Pantex, Texas
MonsantoResearch Corporation Mound, Ohio
Rockwell International Rocky Flats, Colorado
UNC Nuclear Industries Hanford, Washington
Westinghouse Electric Corporation Waste Isolation PilotPlant
Westinghouse Idaho NuclearCompany IdahoChemicalProcessing Plant
Westinghouse MaterialsCompanyof Ohio' Fernald, Ohio
No title rights to inventions
Westinghouse Electric Corporation
General Electric Company

Bettis Atomic PowerLaboratory
KnollsAtomic PowerLaboratory

"Kaiser Engineers; Hanford, replaced J.A. Jones Construction effective March 1987.

bOOE approved the transfer of thecontract from Goodyear Atomic Corporation to Martin Marietta
Energy Systems, Inc" inNovember 1985.

-wesnnohcuee Materials Company of Ohioreplaced National Lead Company, effective January 1986.
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AAU REPORT ON TECHNOLOGY TRANSFER
Reprinted. wUhpertTltsston,jrom the 9/8/86 tssue ojHlgher Education Dally

Spurred by changes infecl.eralpol1cyand bya
push from the states to further economic
development. unrversrty faculty have increased
the number of inventions they are patenting.
according to a newreport.

In an effort to encourage faculty to produce more
inventions. most of the 42 universities
responding to a SUIVey by the Associationof
Amertean'Universlt1es (AAU) have revised their
patent policies within the last two years. with
many mcreasmg the amount of royalties faculty
can receive from their work.

FearAcademteFreedom But despite the
changes. theAAU says manyhigher education
inStitutions remaJn leery about placing too much
emphasis on the development of technology at
the expense ofteaching. and many are concerned
aJ)dut losing their academic freedom lfthey
receive too much moneyfrom businesses to
conduct research.

"Notwithstanding the considerable difference
between the profit-making goals of the prtvate
sector and the scholarly and educational goals of
universities. the two parties each have resources
that are needed by the other." theAAUreports.
'The universitycan accept theflnanctal support
provided by industry and the industrtal sponsor

~anaccept the university's concerns for quality
and impartiality In its research. Thus the two

'can form a respectable and profitable research
relationship."

Many unfverstttes have found that one ofthe
most producttveways to increase the number of
research projects on campus is to revise royalty
agreements to allow faculty to receive more
money for their inventions. according to MU.

The University of Michigan. for example. revised
Its royalty guidelines to allow faculty to keep 50
percent of the first $100.000 an invention eams.
40 percent of the.second $100.000. and 20 percent
of any amounts over $200.000.

The number ofpatents at the University of
Washington grew from 25 a year between 1978
'and 1982 t075ln the first haliof 1985 after
simtlar revtstcns were made in its program.
according to theAAU.

Copies of the report. ''Trends tn Technology
Transfer at Universities: Report ofthe
Clearinghouse on Unfverstty-lndustry
ReIatlons" arefree from the Association of
American Universities. One Dupont Circle.
Wash1nglon, D.C -(202)466-5030.

Members orSUPA areenco~ tD contribute items rorthts Newsletter to Jon5andeltn, stanford University. 350
cambridgeAve.•Suit:e250. Pa1OAlto. CA. 94306 (415 723·0651l~ •

SocletYofllIuverSlty Patent
Administrators-Newsletter
c/o Jon sartdelln
Stanford Urirverstty
350 Gambrtdge Ave. Suite 250
Palo Alto, CA 94306
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Appendix V
Comments From-the Department of-Defense

GAO DRAFT REPORT -DATED JANUARY 7. 1987
(GAO CODE 005724) OSD CASE 7196

"PATENT POLICY: RECENT CHANGES IN FEDERAL
LAW CONSIDERED BENEFICIAL"

DOD RESPONSE TO THE GAO DRAFT REPORT

* * ** *
FINDINGS

FINDING A: Public Law 96-517. The GAO observed that in 1971,
President Nixon issued a statement of Government patent policy
asserting Federal inventions are a valuable national resource,
which should be expeditiously developed and used by the private
sector for the benefit of the national economy. According to the
GAO, in assessing the implementation' of this policy, a Federal
interagency committee on patent policy reported that, as of the
end of FY 1975, .the Gove r nmentchad an inventory of about 28,000
patented inventions, but had licensed less than 5 percent of them
to: businesses. The GAO, found that, in response to the report,
the Gove r nmentrhaa taken, several ac t Lonsr.to stimulate the
commercialization of Federal,technology and to provide a less
expensive alternative' to a, patent that-would protect against
patent infringement· law suits by subsequent inventors. The GAO
further observed that Public Law 96-517 .(which was enacted in
1980) gave nonprofit organizations and small businesses the
right, with a few exceptions, to retain title to Federally funded
inventions they develop; Spec Lf LcaLl.y , .the GAO noted that if a
nonprofit organization or small business elected to take title to
an invention, the Act states that the Government will have a
royalty free .Ldcenae to use the Lnvent Icn , The GAO concluded
that by forgoing its ownership rights, the Government encourages
nonprofit and small business: funding agreement recipients (i .e.,
recipients of Federal contracts, grants and cooperative
agreemertts'l;to develop and market their Federally,funded
inventions. (p. 3, Executive Sumrna r y-r pp. 10-li/GAO Draft
Report)

DoD Response. Concur.

FINDING B: Subsequent Title' Riqhts Changes. Since 1980, the
GAO found that the Government has taken. two additional actions to
extend title rights to Federal funding agreement recipients.
First, on February 18, 1983, President Reagan issued a memorandum
on, Government patent policy to :Federal Agency heads stating that,
to the extent permitted by l-aw,age,ncy policy should give all
funding agreement recipienta;the title rights to Federally funded
inventions that Public Law 96~517gave to nonprofit organizations
and small businesses. The GAO:observed that, in effect, the
President's memorandum gave most large business contractors the

1
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while publication cfan article cOllld,be -delayed by the journal's
review process. The GAO noted that in a report or the Public Law
98-62~, the Senate Committee on the"Judiciary stated that the
commercialization rate for~ederal_inventionswas "distressingly
low ll and. that a Statutory Invention~egistration'~invention
protection is adequate, for the majorityof-'Government-owned
inventions. The GAO. concluded, therefore , that the Congress
intended for, Federal Agencies to actively use the' SIR program.
(pp. 374, Execu t LvetSumma r y.rcpp , 13:-1S,pp. 35-36/GAO Draft
Report) .

DoD Response~ Concur.

FINDING 0: Federal Agency Implementatiori. The GAO found that
Federal AgenCies have complied with~ublic Law 96-517, and the
President's February 1983 memor andum'i however, according to
officials of the DOD',,' the DOE, the:pepartment of Health and Human
Services (HHS), the National Aeronautics and Space Administration
(NASA), and the Nati~nal Science ~pun9ation (NSF), implementation
of Public Law 9!:i-62.O,has been delayed because the Department of
Commerce and the DOE dJ.sagreed over'CoJnI[lerce's proposed
regulations that affect Ene,rg'y,l s nover nment-owned; contractor
operated facilities (GOCO). The GAO observed, however, that
Commerce issued interim regulatioris~ri ~uly 14, 1986, which
provides a basis for Federal Age~cies to issue regulations that
implement Public Law 98-620. The GAO also reported that it was
advised by Army,: Navy and Ai"r Forc_e-patent' attorneys that Public
Law 96-517 has had a beneficial impact for some small business
and nonprofit contr~ctors, while the'President's February 1983
memorandum generally: had minimal. impact_ .cn their, procedures.
(The GAO noted that the 000 historically'had granted large
business contractors an advance waiver of title rights to any
resultinginventions._) _According ):othe.-~GAO, the 000, the DOE,
and the NASA patent attorneys_ had two co-ncerns about the effect
of t.he Public, Law 98-620 amendments on invention disclosures and
election of: ti.tle -i: ights,as.follows,:

non-prof I t org_anizati,ons and small_ bus i nesses may not
disclose all of their Federally funded 'inventions because
they are obligated t o Yepor tv onl.y' inventions that are
reported to their 'patent administrators; and

the longer period "availab.le"Eor ii·"nqnprof i t or small
business funding agreement recipient-to elect to take
t.Lt Le to an invention can ccreat.e Aprbblem, particularly
because of the ~niversitycommunity'semphasis on
publishing research results.

. , . -',

TheGAOcconclllded that while itmayp:et"oo early to measure
,the: effect PUt>lic .. Laws96-:517an:d.9~-:,620 have had on the
utiliz.-ation of Federally funded inventions, the title rights
'chanqes vhave had minimal_effE!ct,on -tbe .oeo, the NASA, the
HHS,and the NSF. (pp. 19-24/GAO ,Dr.'a.ft-:Report)Now on pp. 16·20.
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commercialize the t.echno'Loqy than the Government, while 12
respondents favored giving title rights to large business because
they pe r ce i ved no reason for distinguishing between universities
and small businesses on the on~hand and large businesses on the
other. In contrast, the GAO reported that two university
administrators and one small business representative stated that
largehusinesses definitely or probably should not be given title
rights. In this regard, the,GAO,notedthat six respondents
(including some who were uncertain)' expressed concern about
giving title rights to large businesses because they felt that
large businesses do not aggressivelycbmmercialize technology.
According to the GAO, there has been con8~rn that the President's
February 1983 memorandum would induce large businesses to compete
for Federal research and development ,funding against universities
and small businesses., The GAO found, "however, that 15 university
administrators and 4 small business representatives stated that
the President's memorandum definitely or probably has not had an
impact on universities and small businesses '(eight university
administrators and two small business representatives were
uncertain of the impact). The, GAO reported that Federal Agency
research,and development data 'indicated that Federal Government
obligations for research and development increased from $36.4
billion in FY 1982 to $48.3 billion in FY 1985--all five agencies
reviewed increased the percentage of their research and
development obligations t o nonprofit organizations. The GAO
concluded (along with mo'strespondents),that large businesses
should have title rights to itwentions they develop with Federal
funds. The GAO further concluded that the President's February
1983 memorandum has not adversely impacted universities and small
businesses. (pp. 3l-34/GAO Draft Report)

DoD Response. Concur.

FINDING G: SIR Program Usages. The GAO observed that while the
SIR program is available to any applicant, it is aimed at Federal
Agencies (particularly Defense, andtoa lesser extent, Energy)
whose primary objectives are to obtain patents to protect their
large procurement programs from other Inventic r s developing and
patenting the inventions and subsequently filing infringement law
suits against the Federal Agencies. While the Senate Committee
on the Judiciary stated that in most cases, Federal Agencies
should file SIRs instead of patent applications, the GAO found
that SIRs comprised only 11. percent of the DoD and the DOE total
applications ,(883) in FY1986. In this regard, the GAO reported
that during FY 1986, a total of 230 SIR applications were filed
including 179 from Fe~eral ,~gencies, 42 from nonfederal sources,
and 9 in which the assignment ,of t he SIRs ti t Le was not
designated. According to the GAO, 18 university administrators
said that universities will not use the SIR program regularly
because (1) universities do not need ,defensive patent protection,
and (2) their investigators will conti nue to disseminate research
results publicly t hrouqf the scientific literature. The GAO
further observed that SIR usage varied among the five Federal
agencies reviewed, depending in large 'part on the agency's

5
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With respect to cost savings, the GAO noted that an
aqency saves money because .Lt pays lower. Patent Office
fees and reduces the work load of its patent attorneys.
Agency cost savings also reflect a reduced work Load for
the Patent Office. The second cost savings for an agency
is a Yeducedrpat.ent; attorney workload. Agency cost
savings also reflect a reduced work load for the Patent
'Office. The:GAO'noted that,>'accordingto Patent Office
o f f Lc i.aLs , onaverage,aSIR will be .'is~ued 8 months
after! the ,application is. filed,whileapatent takes 23
months; and examiners take thr~e hqursbn average to
review and approve a SIR and 1,8 hours to . review and
approve a patent.

The GAO ,concluded, therefore, that because the SIR
program:isestablished,in law and because of the potential
cost savings of $950 per application plus reduced patent
attorney time spent prosecuting patents, Federal Agencies
should file for a SIR if defensive protection is the primary
reason ~or the applicatio~~ (pp. 39~43/GAO Draft Report)

'DoD RespOnse~ concur • An'~·d;d'j:'t~o~a-ICb.il~~rn., Whic:h does not
appear in the report, s whether or not the ,Patent ,Office would
declare 'an interferenc with a SIR. The $950 fee for a patent
also may be misleading The $950 fee includes the ,first
maintenance t ee ; Which is optional and does not have to be paid.

FINDING :I: DOD and 'DoE LicensirigEfforts. The GAO observed that
the Senate Committee on~the JUdiciary stated that the decision to
file for a patent instead of a SI~should not be based on
speculation or theoretical possibilities of the invention's
commercial potential. The GAO re~orted that between FY 1980 and
1985, the 000 and the DOE filed 7",:307 -patent applications,

-r ece Lved 5,705 patents, and ,issued2.28,licenses for inventions.
The GAO:found,however, that the 000. and the DOE have licensed
only ab9ut 3 percent oft-he invent,ions, for which they filed a

'patent application. The GAO observed that, while the Federal
Te.chnolqgyTrCi,nsferAct of 1986 is intended to improve the
commercializat~on of,Federal laboratory inventions, it is unclear
what effect the Act will have because the DoD research and
develcipmept ismission~orientedand many Defense inventions
cannot be readily commercialized in the civilian sector. The GAO
also found that the Army, the, Navy, .the Ai r Force "and the DOE do
nothavET written criteria for determining ~hen to file a Patent
and when to file a SIR, and to date only Navy has drafted
implementing procedures. The GAO concluded that the DoD and the
DOE should take specific actions to encourage the use of the SIR
program. (pp. 43-46/GAO Draft Report)

DoD Response•.Concur. It should be noted, however, that the 3%
figure for licensed inventions is not supported by the data, which
includes the number of licenses granted but not inventions
licensed. Since many of the DoD licenses cover more t,han one
invention, the perce~tage would be higher. The Navy, for example,

7
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is needed before setting arbitrary percentage goals.

In addition,' the DoD is concerned that there are some
inconsistencies between the objectives df the SIR program and the
Federal Technology Transfer Act of 1986, Public Law 99-502. The
SIR program was established to provide a less expensive means
than patents for protecting Government technology, while the
Federal Technology Transfer Act focused on transfering Government
technology through patent licensing. SIRs have no rights to
license and so cannot be used as a mechanism for transfering
technology. Further, since SIRs cannot be licensed and thereby
generate income for the Government and inventor, the Federal
Technology Transfer Act may inhibit the filing of SIRs. The Act
provides financial incentives to both the Government and
inventor. Also ·the decision to file a SIR cannot be made without
the inventor's. approval because under the Federal Technology
Transfer Act, the inventor has the right to retain title if the
Government does not file a patent application.

9
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statutory authorities, and different' reascns'<Ior.' filing for
patents. For' example, Depart.ment o f'-Defenae procurements
primarily involve high volume, r epet-Lti.vevacquLs Lt Lons of weapons
and related supplies. The DepartmentpfEnergy's procurement
program, by contrast, is primarily in rpsearch and development, a
substantial portion of which is directed toward technologies
suitable for commercialization. In addition, the Department of
Energy expends considerable research and development funds in
areas such as uranium enrichment and r~dioactive'wastemanage
ment; these technologies a,re ge,ner('l])/pot immediately
commercially licensabl~,i~,light'ofc~r!entFederal preemption of
these technologies.: However,:DO~,l?:t;i?gramofficials have
supported,obtaining comprehensive'paten~protection in such areas
in order to facilitate' "f u t.uz e "prIvatization" of such technolo
gies if and when -Administration po Lf.cyvso dictates. Therefore, a
high percentage of the Departmentof_~pergypatent applications
are filed based on cowmercial potent{al. In this regard, the
Department of Energy is si~ilar ~o the National Aeronautics and
Space Administration (NASA) in _that it 'generally does not rely
heavd Ly on defensive pat.ent.Lnq to protect itself from patent
infr,ingement suits. In,sbm~ ?.:is,~,s',. .oDE accomplishes dual obiec
tives, in obtaining a regular'patent 'where both commercial use and
Government useiof the invention ar-e poas Lb Le ,

Ignoring -the Department of Defens'e-figu'res and focusing only on
Department o:fEnergy, Ticens'esas-- -a per'c:,entage of patent applica
tions filed on an averaqe annuaI ~a::sis' for the o i, ted fiscal years
1980,through 1985 results ina£ig_u~,e of 5.5 percent for the
Department, of Energy.: The figurefo!,the Department of Defense
is ,2.0 'percent., Comparing Depar,tm_e'l1~,'of Energy .licenses granted
as _a percentage 'of patents granted on _,:a'n averagesnnual basis for
the cited_fiscal yeatS yi'elc:ls_ a 7::6:pe,r:cent r e t.e', Moreover, we
,feel that statistically relating 'licen,ses to patent applications
filed, rather than to patents 'grant~d,' .La unrealistic, since many
patent .appLt.cat.Lons do not becomevpat-erirs and thus are of no
commercial value. Further, pa:te_I'l_t_'application figures include
continuation applications, which are 'not directed to separate
inventions, but which serve to further dilute the cited statis
tical ratio.

While 'even a 7.6 percenttra te ()fli,cE!'~ses granted as compared to
patents granted may be viewed by s'ome "a's a low licensing rate, in
the absence, of a valfd, ,broac'i-bas8<:;, _~:t,atistical comparison of
these f,igures with similar liceris~ng 'rates or commercialization
rates ofpCl:tented _inventions by private, parties ,:any conclusions
to .be drawn therefr0nl are seriou,styf~,?wed. Indeed, given that
the vast majority ofpaten~~d i~ven~i?ns, sUbst?ntially all of
'which are privately-owned; -are n~ver?ommercialized, we believe
that a,7.6 per-cent. Ld.oens Lnq rate is" likely to be not a.t all
inconsistentwit~ similar rates fqrp~ivately-ownedpatents of

-commercial concerns~ In this regard_~and conspicuously absent
,from the repor~ - are any specific !~censing figures from the
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SIRs and may cause DOE substantial negotiatibnproblems in the
future.

DOE hopes that these comments will be helpful to GAO in their
preparation of the final report.

Sincerely,

?~l~A
HarryL. Peebles
Acting Assistant Secretary
Management and Administration
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private sector or a comparison of licensing statistics of
agencies other than DOD.

In addition, it must be no t ed that DOE in recent yee r s has
increasingly granted', patent wa Lve r s to, corrt.r-ac t.o r s or inventors
after DOE has filed for a patent application. Since waivers to
specific inventions are granted only where the applicant has
commerc La Li.z at.Lon plans, these waivers serve to enhance technol
ogy transfer 1 but. are, not reflected in the cited licensing
statistics. In recent years, approximately 25 percent of patent

"applications filed by DOE have been either waived to the
contractor Or inventor or have been licensed. Further, if DOE
had filed for SIRs rather than patents ,on these inventions,
almost all of which are contractor employee inventions, neither
patent waivers nor patent licenseswou+d be available and
technology transfer opportunities would be diminished.

The recommendation that the Secretary of Energy establish annual
percentage goals for using the SIR progra~ would result in
percentage goals that would likelY,b~ arbLt.rary , and CIS noted
above, would be ba aed on flawed statistical analysis. The
D.epartment of Energy uses, SIRs ar-dwill continue to do so, when ,
in its judgment, such a course would be prudent; arbitrary
percentage goals for filing SIRs would, necessarily inhibit agency
flexibility and discretion.' The Department continues t.o believe
that the cost e avLnqav o f filing for a SIR rather than a patent
are not always sufficient to overcome'rhe negative aspects of the
SIR program, one of 'which is that a SIR has no potential for
foster~t:lgcorrunercialutilization of an invention. In this
regard, it, must be noted" that the potential cost savings cited in
the draft report focus only on patent office filing fees and not
on application preparation fees. Sinc~ application preparation
fees for SIRs are, equal to those for patent applications I the
potential percentage savings of seeking a SIR rather than a
pat.ent; is small.c<, In addition, the wholesale filing of SIRs,
which i:,he report seems, to advoc at.e , cou'Ld violate DOE IS obliga
tionsunder international agreements to grant a patent license to
its cooperating international partners. Whether or not a lic~nse

under a SIR, which would be meaningless, would extinguish patent
infringement liability, tnere would be no preferred position
whic~could be granted to th~ other party in return for
cc-csporisor Lnq research. Intellectual property rights arising
from inte~national sponsorship of res~arch are bargained over
Ln tens e Iy and are used by agen~ies of .ot.her countries as part of
their justifications for supporting. auch research by their
gove~nments. DOE utiliz~s international agreements to leverage
its research dollars, particularly in these times of reduced
budgets, and has many such.agreements,in place. If DOE filed
SIRs extensively (which SIRs would convey no exclusive rights to
anyone), the apparent justification to our foreign partners of
co-sponsoring research with DOE would be di.minished. This effect
alone could far outweigh the modest cost savings available from
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'(i) Department of Energy
Washington, DC 2Q58:5

FEB I 1 1917

'.

I

Mr.J.Dexter Peach
Assistant Comptroller General
Resources, Community, and
, . Economic Development Division
u_. s. ,General, Acc'ounting Office;
Washington; D.C. 20548

Dear Mr. Peach:

The Department of Energy (DOE) appreciates the opportunity to
review and comment on the General ,Accounting Office (GAO) draft
report entitled "Pat.ent; Policy; Recent .Chanqes in Federal Law
Considered Bene f i.c LaL" (GAO/RCED-87-44) .•

The subject draft report recommends -that the Secretary of Defense
and -tihe Secretary of Energy encouzaqei t.he use of Statutory
Invention Registrations (SIRs) by (1) directing their General
Counsel to establish written criteria for determining when to
file a patent and a SIR: (2) recognizing SIRs in their Depart
mental incentive awards programs: and (3) establishing annual
pe~centage goals for using the SIR program. The Department of
Ene.rgyconsiders the implementation of the first and third
recommendat Ions unnecessary and unwar-z-arrt.ed , Moreover, al·though
the Department intends to implement the second recommendation,
that 'of recognizing SIRs in itsince,ntive awards program, such
implementation ,Will have minimal impact on the Department's
patent program because virtually 100 percent of the Department's
inventions arise from non-government employees.

With respect to the first recommendation, the Department of
Energy patent organization already has such written guidelines,
~n use since 1985 in determining whether to' file a patent appli
cation or a,SIR application.

The third,reco~endation is based on figures showing that, on an
annual average between fiscal years 1~80 through 1985, the
Departments of Defense and Energy filed 1,218 patent applications
per year, but issued "only 38 invention licenses" per year,
"about 3 percent of the inventions -for .which they filed a patent
application."

Tbe Department of Energy believes that having its patent and
licensing statistics so intertwined with the Department of
Defense (DOD) distorts the statistics of both Departments. The
Departments in many respBcts have different missions, different
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Appendix V
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granted 9 licenses on 12 patents inFY 1983 and 11 licenses on 22
patents in FYl984.

RECOMENDATIONS

RECOMMENDATION 1: The GAO recommended that the Secretary of
Defense and. the Secretary of Energy encourage the use of SIRs by
directing their General Counsels to establish written criteria
fo.rdeterminingwhento file a 'pat en t and a SIR. (p. 46/GAO
DraftR~port)

DoD Response. Concur. The Army and Air Force Offices of the
Judge Advocate (;~neral,and the Office of the Navy General Counsel
intendtodev~lpp w~itt~n criteria by July 1, 1987, for
determining when to file. for a patent or a SIR. The Army will
publish the written criteriain,AR 27-60. The Navy has published
interim written criteria in the Office o~the Chief of Naval
neseeecn memocaocum, 5870, ae r ,OOCCP/Ol, January 12, 1987, and
will determine at a later date whether further gui~ance is
required. ,Try.::! Air Forct7 has decided there, is no need nor
advantage 'in pubLdah Lnq their written criteria in a regulation
since the Patent Attorneys wo k directly for the Judge Advocate
cene r a i . The Air Force Paten Attorneys, however, will be
provided written criteria to ollow.

RECO~DATION 2: ThepAO recommended that the Secretary of
Defense and the, Sec~etary of Energy encour~ge the use of SIRs by
recognizing SIRs in their incentive awa r datpr oqr arns , (p , 46/GAO
Draft Report)

DoD Response; Concur. The Army, Navy, and Air Force propose to
use the same LncentLve awards for SIRs as are used in patents.
The Army has already implemented an incentive awards program f or
SIRs, wh Lch vcan befound,in AR 672-20. The Air Force incentive
awards program for SIRs will be in revision of AFR 900-4, which
is expected to be published in. May. 1987 • The Office of the Navy
General Counsel willdevelbp an incentive awards program for SIRs
by Julyl, 1987. The civilian personnel offices within each
Naval command will then be requested to incorporate the SIRs
incentive awards in their incentive award~ program.

RECOMMENDATION 3: The GAO recommended ,that the Secretary of
Defense and the Secretary of Energy encourage the use of SIRs by
establishing annual percentage goals for using the SIR program.
(p. 46-47/GAO DraEtReport)

DoD Response. Non-concur. The DoD recommends reliance upon
actions relative to the two prior recommendations to encourage
the use pi SIRS,:: and disagrees with the establishment of
pe r cen t aqe. goals at this ,time. It is the DoD position that it is
premature to consider e~tablishing annual,p~rcentage goals for
using the SIR because the SIR program is new and more experience

8
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perceptionaf its need for defensive patenting. The GAO was
informed by' agency patent attorneys that the primary patent
objective for- the nrmy , the Navy, -the Air Force, and to a lesser
extent, the DOE, is to protect agency procurements from patent
infringemen~ law suits, andth~t the potentialcomrnercialization
of inventions is a secondary concern. According to the GAO,
Patent Office officials are d Lsappo Lnt.ed _in Federal, Agency usage
of th~ SIRprogramlto date; it had anticipated that Federal
Agencies would, file about 500 original SIR applications per year.
In light of" Congressional intent- (",~ ~ •. the Comm i ttee expects that
the Government will ordinarily use a SIR 'unless an invention has
commercial potential Which justifies the expenses of obtaining a
patent ...... ) the GAO concluded that DOE and 000 should take
sp~cific actions to encourage the use of the SIR program. (pp.
36-39/GAO Draft Report)

DoD Response. 'Concur.

FINDINGH: Agency Concerns About the SIR' Program. The GAO
- r epo'r t ed.." that"some cbf the, DoD and, the DOE'patent attorneys
'expressed-itbe :following conce.r ns about using the SIR program:

the vatidityof a SIR as prior art and therefore as a
basis for rejecting a subsequent patent application filed
by a third party has not been tested in a case before the
Patent Office's. Board pf Appeals or the federal courts;

a SIR could adversely affect.Agency and contractor
inventor morale because it does not have the recognition
and prestigeaf a patent; and

the cost aav Lnqe of filing for a SIR instead of a patent
are not sufficient to overcome the negat~ve aspects of
the SIR program.

The GAO presented the following 'assessment of each .of the
above concerns: .

The" first concern reflects the 1976 decision by the
Pat'emt Offices·"cBoardof Appeals that rejected the
Defense Publication program. According to the GAO, the
Congress address~dthis concerriby legislatively
estab'1ishing,.the;STRprogramand by s t at Lnq in the
legis1ativehistory' that the SIR; will be "pr i o r art" and
a "cona t r u'ct.Lve reduction t.oipr ac t Lces" under 35 U.S.C.
102,(-a):an9- (g)",respectively" as of the filing date of
the application onwh~ch it is based.

The second concern reflects the newness of the SIR
program and a perception that a'SIR does not have a
patent's pre~tige and recognition. The GAO observed that
agencies have, Qowever, tak~n some actions to improve this
situation.

6
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DoD Response., Concu r •

FINDINGE: Title Rights'Impact 'On universities and Small
Businesses. According to the GAO, administrators at 25
universities stated t ha tct he Pede r a Lvt Lt Le rights provisions, have
had.a significant pos Lt Lve impact on their universities' research
and innovation efforts. In this regard, the GAO noted that
according to twenty adm i nLs t r a t c r s., since .businesses know that
universities could take title to Federally, funded inventions,
they no longer were concerned their research efforts could be
" contaminated" by Federal f und Lnq wi t h the possibility that a
Federal Agency could assert title rights to resulting inventions.
In addition, the GAO reported university administrators stated
that Public Laws 96~517 and 98-620 have stimulated business
interest in funding, research at their universities from a
mode r at.e.vtova great extent. Specifically, the GAO reported that
withrE!.spe.ct to t he- Public Law 98-620 amendments, the
ad~inistratorsstated that removal of licensing restrictions on
nonprofit organizations will be particularly significant. The
GAQ .further, reported the eight small business trade association
r.epr eaenta t Ive s and/orsmallbusiness men, it interviewed stated
t ha t . Pub LLc Laws .9,,6-517 and 98-620 have had a significant
positive effect on -sma i i ,businesses ' research and innovation
efforts because small businesses can retain title to any
inventions that result .f r om the research. The GAO further found,
however" that the business representatives added that other
factors"such as the Federal Small Business Innovation Research
program and the 1981 lowering of the maximum capital gains tax
rate have had an equal or greater significant effect on small
businesses' research and innovatioll efforts. In addition, the
small bus Lness representatives i.nd i.ca t edi.that; the Public Law 98
620. amendments will not have much effect on small businesses as
the Public Law 96-517 restrictions on licensing or ·assigning
rights to inventions only appLi edcto nonprofit organizations.
While it may be top early to measure the effect th~t Public Laws
96-517 and 98-620 have had on the utilization of federally funded
Lnven t Ions , the GAO concluded the .thr ee other objectives of
Public Law 9,6-51 ?,',.are being achieved: ,( 1) encouraging maximum
participation 9f.small bu s Lneas . firms in Federally supported
research and development efforts, (2) promoting collaboration
between busi..ne saes and vnonpro f i t organizat ions, and (3)
minimi~ing related administrative costs. (pp. 25-31/GAO Draft
Report)

DoD Response. Concur.

FINDINGF: Impact of The President's Memorandum. The GAO
reported. that 19 of the univ~rsLty ad~inistrators and 6 of the
small business represt::!ntatives stated that large business
definitely or probably ehcu Ld . be givent:Ltle rights to Federally
funded inventions they develop. Specifically, the GAO observed
that the nineteen respondents stated that large businesses should
have title rights because they could more effectively

4
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right to retain title to inventions they developed with Federal
funds,; Second, Public Law 98-620 (enacted on November 8, 1984)
amended Public Law 96-517, by extending its coverage and easing
or removing 'some .of ' its restrictions. The GAO cited, as an
exa~ple; the Act eased restrictions on when a small business or
n9oprofit funding agreement recipient is required to disclose an
irivention.to thecsponsoring Federal Agency, the amount of time it
has .to elect to take title to the invention,' and ;the ability of
nonprofit agreement recipients to assign title rights to another
organization. The GAO further repotted,that Pu~lic Law 98~620

also ~tansferred responsibility from the Office of Federal
Procurement policy and the GAO, respectively, to -the Department of
Commerce for issuing Government-wide regulations to implement the
act and-review Federal Agency except Lone for not giving a
nonprofito~ smal~ business fundingagre~ment recipient title to
an invention. The GAO also reported that in addition to patent
policy' changes ,which give- t Lt Le r ightsto Federal funding
agreement recipients, the Congress has enacted legislation to
encourage Federal Agencies to commer c LaLdae their inventions. In
t~is'regard,t:heGA()reported that· theF,ederal Technology Transfer
Act of 'l986 a:uthor'izes ' Federal Agencies,:to permit a Federal
laboratory director to' enter into coope r'a't Ive research and
dev-elopment agreements:with non federal organizations and to
negotiate licensing agreements for laboratory inventions. The GAO
conCluded that in brder to stimulate the use of Federally funded
technology, the Government has taken several actions since the
enactment,of Public Law 97-517, which give most Federal funding
recipients the right to retain title to ,inventions they develop.
(pp. 12~13!GAO Draft Report)

DoD Response-. . Concur.

FI'NDING C: The Statutory Invention<Registration- Program. The GAO
reported that the Patent Law Amendments Act of 1984, (Public Law
98-662-, November 8, 1984) e s t abLi ahedt t he Statutory Invention
Registration, ('SIR) program". The SIR program provides inventors
with a less expensive and time~consuming alternative (versus a
pat.en't ) for, protecting their rights to use inventions, except
t-hat -the inventor is not provided with a patent's exclusive right
to use,' 'an invention over a 17-year period. The GAO observed that
while the Congress established the SIR, program to be used
p~incip~~lyby the 000 and the Department of Energy (DOE), at the

"reques t of-la,rgebusinesses the Congress made it available to any
'app1icant. aeceuse-Eha Act states' that, a SIR has all the
defene Lve attributes of a pa t en't ,' the GAO reported that,

. according to Patent Office officials, a SIR and a patent would be
treated equally in an interference proceeding. While some
individuals or organizat-ions may -not need a patent's defensive
protect.Lon s. publishing an article in- a scientific journal
provides a less expensive alternative than a patent or SIR
apptLcet.Iorr, The GAO found, however, that there, are certain
advantages of filing a SIR Lne t eadrof r.e'Ly i.nq on a published
'article. The GAO cited, as- an example, the Pe t e'nt; Office
recognizes a SIR as of the date that the application is filed,

2
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ACQUISITION AND
LOGISTICS

(PS/IPQl

ASSISTANT SECRETARY OF DEFENSE

WASHINGTON, D,C, 20301-8000

MAR 12 1987

Honorable Frank C. Conahan
Assistant Comptroller General
National Security· and International

Affairs Division
U.S. General Accounting Office
Washington, D.C. 20548

Dear Mr. Conahan:

This is the Department of Defense (000) response to the draf t;
General Accounting Offic'e (GAO) report, GAO/RCED-87-44, "Patent
Policy: Recent Changes in Federal Law Considered Beneficial,"
dated.::ranuary 7, 1987, (GAO CadeNo.o 005724) oso Case No. 7196.
The DoDbasically;concurs with: the GAO-report. It is, however.,
the 000 position that it is premature to consider establishing annual
percentage goals for using the Statutory Invention Registration
(SIR) because the SIR program is new and more experience is needed
before- arbitrary percentage goals can be set.

The 000 appreciates having had the opportunity to review and
comment on the draft report. Specific comments are provided in
the enclosure.

Sincer-ely,

~?~
for the
Assistant S~cretary of Defense
(Acquisition & Logistics)

Enclosure:
As Stated
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FEB 3 1987

~~."f _'rl •, If] .:
\ .._j

UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF COMMERCE
The Assistant Secretary for Productivity,
Technology and Innovation
Washington; D,C 20230

(202) 377-1984

'.
Honorable J. Dexter Peach
~ssistant Comptroller General

I U•. s ,'General Accounting Office
Wasl;tin;~ton,_ D. C. 20~48

nee r wr • Peach:

Thank you for your letter regarding the draft report, ~i
Policy: B&,;;.ent gl<:llilll'o .in f&.i!&li:.l .wl>t.1;Qilll.iQ&.!&.i! Jl&ll&.f.i,;;.li!.l
(GAO/RCED'-87-44). It is' an exc e Lken t piece of work and contains
a sound analysis based on a balanced collection of data. We have
three sUbstantative comments.

Now on pp, 18-19,

Nowon p. 20,

Nowon p, 21,

I
;On,page?2,_,the draft indicates. that t~le-,U.S. Department of
Ener,gy (.DO'E) submitted statements of analysis and determina t ion
of exceptional circumstances to Commerce in June 1985. The
Commerce regulation covering this requirement (37 CFR 401),
became final on July 14, 19B6. Paragraph 401. 3 (f) of the

'r,egulation requires that copies,' of<each' determination, statement
of fact, and analysis be serrt to·.the ..sec ratar y of Commerce within

, 30 d:ay,s after the award of each funding agreement to which they
pertain~.The material provided by, DOE,. in .1985 before the
regulation was Lasued doea.. not .mee t; this requirement.

Page 24 includes the concerns of several agency patent attorneys
that the invention reporting requirement of P~L. 98-620 ~ay

reduce the number of inventions reported by contractors.
Page '26; however, shows that the number of inventions reported
has .Lnc r e ased in universities, whe r ev.t.he ' same reporting
requirement ~as been in effect for over five years. We believe
the· university data shows the valueo~ incentives for inventor
reporting and is an answer tio vthe patent- attorneys I concerns. A
recent study by the American Association of Universities (~~U)·

supports this conclusion (summary attached).

We agree with your analysis and recom~endations on the Statutory
Invention Registration. Our report to Congress may contain
addi tional· information andrecommendat Lons ,

We thank you for the opportunity to' review this draft.

Sincerely,

0, C<~<>- vJ1~d
D. Bruce Merrifield

Enclosure
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Disposition of Title Rights for DOE's
GOCO Facilities

Contractor will be able to elect to take title to all inventions
Contractor Facility or location

ti.!!n of Title Rights
for Nonprofit Operators of DOE's GOCO
Facilities

Table 111.1.: Dispos

Iowa State University Ames laboratory

University of Chicago Argonne National Laboratory

Associated Universities.Jnc, Brookhaven National Laboratory

University Hesearch-Associatiori, Inc, Fermi National Accelerator Laboratory

Lovelace Biomedical and Environmental
Research Institute

Inhalation Toxicology Research Institute

University of California Lawrence Berkeley Laboratory

Oak Ridge Associated Universities Oak Ridge, Tennessee

Battelle Memorial Institute Pacific Northwest Laboratory

Princeton University Princeton Plasma Physics Laboratory

Midwest Research Institute Solar Energy Research Institute

Stanford University Stanford Linear Accelerator Center

Title rights restricted by the act

University of California Lawrence Livermore Laboratory

University of California Los Alamos National Laboratory

University of Georgia Savannah River Ecology Laboratory
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Universities Contacted

Boston University
University ofOalitornias.
California Institute of Technology

.Cornell University
Duke University
University of Florida
Georgia Institute of Technology
Harvard University
University of Illinois
IowaState University Research Foundation"
The Johns Hopkins University
Massachusetts Institute of Technology
Michigan State University
Michigan Technological University
University of Minnesota
Northwestern University
University of Pennsylvania
Purdue University
Stanford University
State University of New York Research Foundatlorr"
University of Texas
University of Utah
University of Washington (Seattle)
Washington University (SI. Louis)
Wisconsin Alumni Research Foundation"

"The university hasa centralized patent administration office forallof the state campuses.

bMany universities haveestablished separate organizations forpatenting and licensing their inventions.
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annual SIR usage goals and actual agency performance, which Commerce
can report to the Congress in its annual report, will provide the Con
gress a basis for assessing the SIR procedure's effectiveness.

DOE also identified two other concerns about the report. The first related
to its licensing program. DOE stated that (1) its patenting and licensing
statistics should be identified separately from DOD'S, (2) we should com
pare the number of inventions that DOE licensed with patents it received
rather than with its patent applications, (3) we should compare DOE'S
licensing program with other federal agencies and private industry to
evaluate its effectiveness, and (4) DOE'S licensing statistics are underre
ported to some extent because they do not include inventions that DOE
patents and then subsequently waives title rights to the contractor for
commercial development. We agree that DOE's patenting and licensing
statistics should be discussed separately from DOD'S, and we have modi
fied the report accordingly. We disagree, however, that we should com
pare DOE'S licensed inventions with patents it received or DOE'S licensing
program with other organizations' programs because the report's objec
tive was to assess federal agencies' usage of SIRS rather than to evaluate
the success of the agencies' licensing programs. Regarding potential
underreporting of licensing data, as discussed in chapter 2, DOE'S GOCO
contractors petitioned DOE for a waiver of title rights for 135 inventions
between October 1977 and June 1985 (equivalent to about 17 inventions
per year). DOE is in the process of implementing Public Law 98-620 and
the President's February 1983 memorandum for its nonprofit and large
business GOCO contractors, respectively. This implementation will give
many of its GOGO contractors the right to retain title to most or all of the
inventions that they develop without requesting a waiver of title rights
from DOE. AB a result, DOE'S future data will include few instances of DOl'
patenting an invention and then subsequently giving title rights to its
GOGO contractor.

DOE'S last concern was that elements of its research and development
program are similar to NASA'S and different from DOD'S so that the SIR
procedure may not be appropriate for DOE. We disagree. DOE has a siz
able civilian energy research and development program. Of DOE'S $5.7
billion budget authority for research and development in fiscal year
1986,its civilian programs comprised 53 percent and its atomic energy
defense program comprised 47 percent. However, 178 (61 percent) of
DOE'S 294 patent applications in fiseal year 1986 came from 5laborato
ries that are primarily or totally dedicated to atomic energy defense
research and development (Bettis Atomic Power Laboratory, Knolls
Atomic Power Laboratory, Lawrence Livermore Laboratory, Los Alamos
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Transfer Act. With these changes the 75 percent SIR usage rate that the
Navy cited in its 1983 testimony, or even a 50 percent usage rate, may
nolonger be appropriate.

Overall, we believe that DOD can improve both its licensing of inventions
with substantial commercial potential and its use of SIRS for inventions
with little or no commercial potential. Between fiscal years 1981 and
1986, DODlicensed only about 2 percent of the inventions for which it
filed a patent application. In fiscal year 1986, the Air Force filed 222
patent applications but issued no licenses for its inventions and filed no
original SIR applications. To stimulate the use of SIRS, we continue to
believe that the establishment of SIR usage goals can provide a docu
mented basis for establishing reasonable usage rates while providing a
standard against which to measure an agency's performance. Commerce
can assess the agencies' goals and performance in its annual report to
the Congress.

While it concurred with our findings, DOD had three concerns. First, in
addition to the three agency concerns about SIRS that. we listed, DODis
concerned about whether or not the Patent and Trademark Office would
declare an interference on the basis of a SIR. In response to this concern,

. the Patent and Trademark Office's Special Assistant to the Assistant
Commissioner for Patents told us that, while no SIR has been involved in
an interference to date, Patent and Trademark Office examiners have
cited SIRS as references in actions rejecting patent applications. He added
that the Patent and Trademark Office physically places SIRS in its search
files with patents so its examiners have access to them and that these
search files are being computerized.

Second, DODbelieves that citing a $950 reduction in Patent and Trade
mark Office fees per application may be misleading because it includes
the first maintenance fee of $450, which is optional and does not have to
be paid. DODpatent attorneys stated that the Air Force has implemented
procedures and that the Army and the Navy plan to develop criteria or
procedures for determining whether to pay the first maintenance fee.
Because of these planned actions, we changed the report to reflect the
greater likelihood that the first maintenance fee will not be paid for
inventions with little or no demonstrated commercial potential. How
ever, we note that DOEstates that it will routinely pay the first mainte
nance fee, but will carefully screen a patented invention's commercial
potential. before paying the second maintenance fee.
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Chapter B
Statutory Invention Registrations

received 163 patents, issued less than 1 license on less than 1 patent,
and received royalty income of $2,217; and DOEfiled 327 patent applica
tions, received 256 patents.Issued 19 licenses on 19 patents, and
received royalty income of $113,160.

The number of DOE patent applications is likely to drop in the future
once many of its GOCO contractors can retain title to inventions. In addi
tion, the Federal Technology Transfer Act of 1986 is intended to
improve the commercialization of government-operated laboratory
inventions by authorizing federal agencies to permit their laboratories to
enter into cooperative research and development agreements and to
negotiate licensing agreements for laboratory inventions. However, it is
unclear what effect the actwill have because DOD'S research and devel-·
opment is mission-oriented and many defense inventions cannot be
readily commercialized in the civilian sector.

The Army, the Navy, the Air Force, and DOE do not have written criteria
for determining when to file for a patent or a SIR. In its comments on the
draft report, DOD stated that the Army, the Navy, and the Air Force plan
to develop written criteria by July 1, 1987, and that the Navy issued
interim guidance to its subordinate commands in January 1987 that
could become final. The Navy's interim guidance states that after the
Navy decides that it should protect its interest in an invention by filing a
patent or a SIR application, a patent application will be filed unless the
invention has no potential commercial use. This guidance conflicts with
the Senate Judiciary Committee's intent that federal agencies ordinarily
use a SIR unless an invention has commercial potential that justifies the
expenses of obtaining a patent. We believe that DOD and DOE should
develop written criteria that define the sufficiency of an invention's
commercial potential that warrants filing for a patent instead of a SIR.

The primary patent objective for DOD and, to a lesser extent, DOE is to
protect agency procurements from patent infringement law suits. While
NASA procures systems and materials for its space program mission, the
SIR program may be only marginally useful because agency officials
state that NASAdoes not need the large quantities of items that are the
basis for defensive patenting.

The Senate Committee on the Judiciary expressed its intent that federal
agencies actively use the SIR program and stated that it believed that a
SIR'S protection is appropriate for most government-owned inventions
made by federal contractors and employees. In light of congressional
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DOD and DOE
Licensing Efforts

initial rejection, which requires the applicant to modify the application."
Patent and Trademark Office data show that it processed and issued
SIRS for .40 of the 121 original SIR applications that federal agencies filed
in fiscal year 1986. Of these, 34 were issued without an initial rejection.
The Patent and Trademark Office issued final rejections for three fed
eral agency SIR applications during the fiscal year. Patent and Trade
mark Office data show that it approved only 11 percent of the patent
applications without an initial rejection in fiscal year 1986.

Agency cost savings also reflect a reduced work load for the Patent and
Trademark Office. Patent and Trademark Office officials stated that, on
average, a SIR will be issued about 8 months after the application is filed,
while a patent takes about 23 months. Data from the Patent and Trade
mark Office section that reviews all of the SIR applications show that
examiners take 3 hours on averageto review and approve a SIR-and 18
hours on average to review and approve a patent. A Patent and Trade
mark Office examiner's review of a SIR is limited to its specifications of
and claims about the invention, and a SIR is less likely to be rejected for
inadequacies, or, if it is rejected, Patent and Trademark Office officials
stated that the application normally is easy to modify.

An invention's commercial potential is an important consideration in
determining whether to apply for a patent or a SIR. As discussed previ
ously, the Senate Committee on the Judiciary stated that the decision to
file for a patent instead of a SIR should not be based on speculation or
theoretical possibilities of the invention's commercial potentiaL Table
3.2 shows that DOD and DOE filed 6,926 patent applications, received
5,664 patents, issued 179 licenses on 211 patents, and received royalty
income of $890,776 between fiscal years 1981 and 1986. These numbers
indicate that DOD has licensed about 2 percent and DOE has licensed
about 6 percent of the inventions for which they filed a patent applica
tion. However, despite this disparity between patent applications and
licenses issued, as we noted earlier, table 3.1 shows that SIRS accounted
for only 16 percent of DOD'S and 4 percent of DOE'S applications to the
Patent and Trademark Office in fiscal year 1986.

3Patents,andSIRs also can get involved in a Patent andTrademark Office interferenceproceeding,
and Patent Officeactions canbe appealedto its Boardof Patent Appeals and Interferences andthem
to the.federal courts.
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Some of the DOD and DOE patent attorneys expressed the following con
. cerns about using SIRS:

• The validity of a SIR as prior art and therefore as a basis for rejecting a
subsequent patent application filed by a third party has not been tested \,
in a case before the Patent and Trademark Office's Board of Patent
Appeals and Interferences or the federal courts. Should a SIR be used for
important defensive inventions. before the courts have ruled on its
validity?

• A SIR could adversely affect agency and contractor inventor morale
because it does not have the recognition and prestige of a patent.

• The cost savings of filing for a SIR instead of a patent are not sufficient
to overcome negative aspects of the SIR program.

We assessed each of these concerns. The first concern reflects the 1976
decision by the Patent and Trademark Office's Board of Appeals that
rejected the Defensive Publication program. The Congress addressed
this concern by legislatively establishing the SIR procedure and by
stating in the legislative history that the SIR will be "prior art" and a
"constructive reduction to practice" under 35 u.s.c. 102(a) and (g),
respectively, as of the filing date of the application on which it is based.
In addition, Patent and Trademark Office officials stated that patent
and SIR applications would be treated equally for determining when an
invention was conceived and reduced to practice. It may be that some
uncertainty about the validity of a SIR will remain until the courts
review a patent interference case in which a SIR is considered prior art.
However, because the SIR procedure is established in law, we believe
that federal agencies should file for a SIR if defensive protection is the
primary reason for the application.

We believe the second concern reflects the newness of the SIR procedure
and a perception that a SIR does not have a patent's prestige and recogni
tion because it does not have the enforceable attributes of a patent.
Agencies have taken some actions to improve this situation. Shortly
after the SIR procedure was initiated, several agency patent attorneys
met with Patent and Trademark Office officials to upgrade the appear
ance of the SIR document. To promote recognition of inventors whose
inventions result in a SIR, the Army established the same incentive
award procedures and award dollar amounts for inventions that result
in patent and SIR applications, effective January 1987. The Air Force
and the Navy are in the process of similarly revising their incentive
awards programs.
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investigators will continue to disseminate research results publicly
through the scientific literature. Five small business representatives
stated that small businesses will not use SIRS. Instead, because of the
significant Patent attorney costs associated with preparing and prose
cuting a patent or SIR application, small businesses would use their lim
ited resources to pursue patents that give them exclusive rights to
.inventions. Alternatively, most of the respondents said that SIRS prob
ably or definitely would not adversely affect their organizations.

SIR usage varied among the five federal agencies that we reviewed,
depending in large part on the agency's perception of its need for defen
sive patenting. As shown in table 3.1, DOD filed 89 percent and DOE filedl
9 percent of the 121 original SIR applications in fiscal year 1986. Agency
patent attorneys told us that the primary patent objective for the Army,
the Navy, the Air Force, and, to a lesser extent, DOE is to protect agency
procurements from patent infringement law suits and that the potential
commercialization of inventions is a secondary concern. NASA, HHS, and
NSF filed no original SIR applications in fiscal year 1986. NASAand IIHS

officials told us that they do not expect to use SIRS because their patent
programs' principal goal is commercialization and that, to the extent
that they are interested in defensive protection, NASAwould rely on pub
lication in its Tech Briefs and HHS would use the scientific literature to
publicly disclose technical information about their inventions. (This
would establish the inventions as prior art in patent law as of the
journal's publication date.) NASAofficials added that, while the agency
procures systems and materials for its space program missions, it does
not need the large quantities of items that are the basis for defensive
patenting. NSF officials said that the agency is not interested in pat
enting. If a funding agreement recipient decides not to take title to an
invention, NSF relies on the recipient to disseminate information about
the invention through articles published in the scientific literature.
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The Congress established the SIR procedure to be used principally by DOD

and DOE whose primary patent concern is to protect their procurement
programs from patent infringement law suits. DOD and DOE received
about 80 percent of the patents that the' Patent and Trademark Office
issued to federal agencies between fiscal years 1981 and 1986. While the
Senate Committee on the Judiciary stated that federal agencies should
file SIRS instead of patent applications in most cases, SIRS comprised 16
percent of DOD'S and only 4 percent of DOE'S applications in fiscal year
1986. Between fiscal years 1981 and 1986, DOD licensed about 2 percent
and DOElicensed about 6 percent of the inventions for which they filed a
patent application.

Historical Perspective SIRS provide inventors with a less expensive alternative than a patent
for preventing others from patenting an invention. Without the protec
tion of a patent or a SIR, an organization that uses an invention could be
sued for patent infringement by another organization that subsequently
develops and patents the invention. SIRS are targeted at federal agencies.
However, at the request of large businesses, the Congress made them
available to any applicant.

The SIR procedure is similar to the Defensive Publication program that
the Patent and Trademark Office created administratively in 1968
under 37 CFR 1.139. However, because the Defensive Publication pro
gram was not established by legislation, the Patent and Trademark
Office's Board of Appeals held in 1976 that a defensive publication was
not evidence of prior knowledge as of its filing date under 35 U.S.C.

102(30). In view of this decision, the SIR procedure was legislatively
established. Both the Senate Committee on the Judiciary, in its report on
Public Law 98-622 (Senate Report 98-663), and the Chairman, Subcom
mittee on Courts, Civil Liberties and the Administration of Justice,
House Committee on the Judiciary, in the House floor debate, stated that
SIRS will be "prior art" and a "constructive reduction to practice" under
35 u.S.C. 102(30) and (g), respectively, as of the filing date of the applica
tion on which it is based.

The Senate Committee on the Judiciary expressly stated that federal
agencies should actively use SIRS. Noting that the rate of commercializa
tion of federal inventions was "distressingly low," the committee stated
that it believed that a SIR'S invention protection is adequate for the
majority of government-owned inventions and that
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Our review of federal agency research and development funding data
shows that federal government obligations for research and develop
ment increased from $36.4 billion in fiscal year 1982 to $48.3 billion in
fiscal year 1985. Total obligations to nonprofit organizations were $8.~:

billion (22.5 percent) in fiscal year 1982 and $11.2 billion (23.2 percent)
in fiscal year 1985. Small businesses received contract awards of $955
million (4.8 percent) in fiscal year ~982 and $1.5 billion (5.8 percent) in
fiscal year 1985. All five agencies that we reviewed increased the per
centage of their research and development obligations to nonprofit orga
nizations. Similarly, the percentage of small business funding increased
for each subject area that the federal procurement data system tracks,

Federal agencies have complied with the President's February 1983
memorandum; however, implementation of Public Law 98-620 has been
delayed. While it may be too early to measure the effect that Public Laws
96-517 and 98-620 have had on the utilization of federally funded inven
tions, the university administrators and small business representatives
we contacted believe three other objectives of Public Law 96-517 are
being achieved. University administrators stated that the acts' title
rights provisions have encouraged business sponsorship of their univer
sities' research and have reducedtheir universities' administrative
costs. The Public Law 98-620 amendment that removes licensing restric
tions on nonprofit organizations will be significant for their universities'
innovation efforts; Small business representatives stated that the title
rights provisions have encouraged small businesses to bid on govern
ment contracts and to participate in the 8BIR program.

Most of the respondents stated that large businesses should have title
rights to inventions that they develop with federal funds and that the
President's February 1983 memorandum has not had an impact on uni
versities and small businesses.
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Seven small business representatives said that the SBIR program and fed
eral tax law changes, particularly the 1981 reduction of the capital gains
tax rate, were equally or more significant for small business research
and innovation efforts than the title rights provisions for federally
funded inventions. Overall, the representatives said that Public Laws
96-517 and 98-620 would stimulate small businesses to fund university
research or license university inventions only to some extent but would
have more impact in stimulating small businesses to participate in state
sponsored research centers that bring universities and businesses
together.

As table 2.5 shows, the small business representatives indicated that the
Public Law 98-620 amendments will not have much effect on small busi
nesses. While five representatives considered the extension of the title
election period significant, only two representatives considered any of
the other provisions to be significant. (The Public Law 96-517 restric
tions on licensing or assigning rights to inventions only applied to non
profit organizations.) The representatives didnot identify any
additional changes specifically related to title rights for federally
funded inventions that they believed were needed.

I Public Law 98-620
Amenaments on Small Businesses

Inclusion of novel varieties of sexually reproducing plants

Inclusion of many GOCO facilities

Extension of invention disclosure periods

Extension of title election period?

Small business licensing preference

"One representative said that it would have a significant negative impact.

bOne representative was uncertain about the impact.

Significant

2
3'

5
2

Impact of the
President's
Memorandum

As shown in table 2.6, 19 of the university administrators and 6 of the
small business representatives stated that large businesses definitely or
probably should be given title rights to federally funded inventions that
they develop. In contrast, two university administrators and one small
business representative said that large businesses definitely or probably
should not be given title rights;
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licensing restrictions on universities will be significant for their univer
sities' innovation efforts. About half of the administrators considered
significant the amendments that extend the act's coverage to include
novel varieties of sexually reproducing plants and ease restrictions on

. universities' ability to assign title rights to a federally funded invention
without obtaining federal agency- approval. Only the three universities
in our survey that operate GOCO facilities for DOE considered significant
the extension of Public Law 96-517 to include cocos that are not pri
marily dedicated to DOE'S naval nuclear propulsion and weapons-related
programs. The administrators did not identify any additional changes
specificallyrelated to title rights for federally funded inventions that
they believed were needed.

I PublicLllW 98-620
AmtllnQlllem~ onUniversities

Inclusion of novel varieties of sexually reproducing plants'

aOneadministrator was uncertain aboutthe impact.

bOne administrator said it would havea significant negative impact.

Signilicllnt
12
3
9b

lOb

12
25

Corporations Funding
Research at Universities

When asked to comment on the federal agencies' concern about
receiving information on invention disclosures and taking title to inven
tions, most administrators said they did not have a problem in providing
timely and reliable information beyond an occasional instance of nonre
porting. However, four administrators said they have had a problem in
getting this information from university investigators who receive fed
eralresearch funding. Several administrators saidtheir universities
reported the important inventions, including the ones with the most
potential for patenting and licensing, but a marginal invention might be
missed because a university investigator does not disclose it to the uni
versity's patent office.

Executives of 10 companies that sponsor university research generally
said that their companies had sponsored university research for many
years, Most executives stated that their objective was to sponsor the
work of a particular university investigator and/or to identify potential
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DOD, DOE, and NASA patent attorneys had two concerns about the effect of
the Public Law 98-620 amendments on invention disclosures and elec
tion of title rights. First, nonprofit organizations and small businesses
may not disclose all of their federally funded inventions because they
are obligated to report only inventions that are reported to their patent
administrators rather than all inventions that are developed. Second,
the longer period available for a nonprofit or small business funding
agreement recipient to elect to take title to an invention-2 years
instead of I-can create a problem, particularly because of the univer
sity community's emphasis on publishing research results. Under 35
U.S.c. I02(b), a patent application must be filed within 1 year after an
invention is publicly disclosed. The patent attorneys stated that the
extended title election period is likely to increase cases in which federal
agencies face a tight deadline for determining whether to file a patent
application because the invention previously was publicly disclosed in a
paper or a scientific journal.

Navy and NASA patent attorneys noted, however, that they do not con
tract extensively with nonprofit organizations and small businesses.
They said their concerns would be much greater if the Public Law 98
620 invention disclosure and title rights election provisions were
extended to large businesses.

Overall, administrators at the 25 universities we surveyed stated that
the federal title rights provisions have had a significant positive impact
on their universities' research and innovation efforts. (See table 2.1.)
Twenty administrators explained that, since businesses knew that uni
versities could take title to federally funded inventions, they no longer
were concerned that their research efforts could be "contaminated" by
federal funding with the possibility that a federal agency could assert
title rights to resulting inventions.Beven administrators cited the
reduced administrative burden that has occurred because of the uniform
federal patent policy and/or because universities no longer have to
apply to federal agencies for a waiver of title rights.

\IM" ....; ......... ;~; ............+ positive impact

~. . lsitive impact
n "~~M""~"'" ~""'sitive impact

live impact
•.n,~ ~~ ~ .... oosltive impact
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Our report, Energy Management: Effects of Recent Changes on DOE
Patent Policies (GAO/RCED-87-5, Dec. 31, 1986), assessed the potential
impact that federal title rights changes will have on DOE'S GOGO facilities.
DOE data show that GOGO facilities generated 7,235 inventions between
October 1977 and June 1985 and that GOGO contractors petitioned for a
waiver for 135 inventions between October 1977 and December 1985.
While DOE headquarters approved a waiver, or a license in one case, for
all of the requests it had acted on as of December 1985, DOE took 14
months on average to process the request and issue the waiver.

In response to Public Law 98-620 and the President's memorandum, the
Secretary of Energy established a task force in November 1984 and
approved its recommendations in February 1985. The DOE task force
determined that nonprofit cocooperators at 11 locations will be able to
elect to take title rights to allinventions while nonprofit GOGO operators
at 3 locations that are primarily dedicated to naval nuclear propulsion
or weapons-related programs will have restricted rights. In addition, the
task force determined that large business coco operators at 9 locations
will be able to elect to take title rights to all inventions, while large busi
ness GOGO operators at 18 other locations will have restricted or no
rights to take title to inventions. (See app. III.) As of March 20, 1987,
DOE had approved modified title rights clauses for nonprofit operators at
six GOCO locations, was negotiating with nonprofit operators at three
locations, and had not initiated negotiations with nonprofit operators at
the other five locations. It plans to issue a,regulation establishing cri
teria and procedures for giving eligible large business GOGO operators
advance class waivers of title rights to inventions that their facilities
develop, including provisions to minimize any potential conflicts of
interest that may arise between a GOGO operator and an affiliate
company.

The Secretary of Energy also endorsed a task force recommendation
, that a class of exceptional circumstances be established that would deny

GOGo operators title rights in (1) uranium enrichment, (2) civilian high
level radioactive waste, and (3) classified or sensitive technology under
section 148 of the Atomic Energy Act of 1954. ' Because Public Law 98·,
620 gives Commerce responsibility for reviewing federal agency excep
tions for not giving a nonprofit contractor title to an invention, DOE sub
mitted statements of analysis anddetermination of exceptional

'Section 3131 of the National DefenseAuthorization Act for FiscalYear1987 (PublicLaw99-661)
Nov. 14, 1986) furtheraddressesthe protectionof.sensitive technicalinformation under35 U.S.C.
202(aXii) and (iv).
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Federal agencies have complied with the President's February 1983
memorandum; however, implementation of the Public Law 98-620
amendments to Public Law 96-517 has been delayed. University admin
istrators and small business representatives whom we interviewed
stated that federal patent policy changes since 1980 have had a signifi
cant positive impact on their research and innovation efforts. All of the
university administrators considered the Public Law 98-620 amendment
that removes licensing restrictions on nonprofit organizations to be
significant.

The objectives of Public Law 96-517 include (1) using the patent system
to promote the utilization of inventions arising from federally supported
research and development; (2) encouraging maximum participation of
small business firms in federally supported research and development
efforts; (3) promoting collaboration between businesses and nonprofit
organizations, including universities; and (4) minimizing related admin
istrative costs. While it may be too early to measure the effect that
patent policy changes have had on promoting the utilization of federally
funded inventions, the university and small business respondents
believe that the other three objectives are being achieved. Most of the
respondents also stated that the President's memorandum has not
adversely affected universities and small businesses.

Federal Agency
Implementation

Our reports, Major Federal Research and Development Agencies Are
Implementing the Patent and Trademark Amendments of 1980 and Fed
eral Agencies' Policies and Practices Are in Accordance With Patent and
Trademark Amendments of 1980, found that federal agencies have com
plied with Public Law 96-517 and the President's February 1983 memo
randum. However, according to DOD, DOE, HHS, NASA, and NSF officials,
implementation of the Public Law 98-620 amendments has been delayed
because issuance of Commerce's government-wide regulations was
delayed.

Commerce issued a Notice of Proposed Rulemaking in April 1985 and
revised its proposed rule on the basis of the comments it received. How
ever, in response to a July 31,1985, letter from the Chairman and the
Ranking Minority Member of the House Committee on Science and Tech
nology, Commerce circulated its proposed final rule to federal agencies
in August 1985. In written responses to Commerce in September 198E"
DOE raised nine issues, primarily affecting its GOCO facilities, and DOD

raised two issues that it believed had not been adequately addressed.
Commerce sent its revised regulations to the Office of Management and
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Our review was performed in accordance with generally accepted gov
ernment auditing standards. We conducted the audit work between
April and August 1986.
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The Chairman, Subcommittee on Courts, Civil Liberties and the Admin
istration of Justice, House Committee on the Judiciary, asked us to
assess federal agency implementation and the impact on universities,
other nonprofit organizations, and small businesses of three recent fed
eral patent policy changes:

Public Law 98-620 amendments to Public Law 96-517 regarding title
rights to inventions that nonprofit organizations and small businesses
developed with federal funds;

• President Reagan's February 18, 1983, memorandum, which extended
title rights to all federal contractors to the extent permitted by law; and

• the SIR procedure, which Public Law 98-622 established in 1984.

The Subcommittee also requested that we obtain the views of nonprofit
organizations and small businesses in assessing the impact of these
changes.

Federal agencies are in the process of implementing the Public Law 98
620 amendments. Commerce issued its Interim Final Rule for govern
ment-wide implementation of the act in JUly 1986, and its final regula
tions in March 1987. An interagency task force currently is revising the
Federal Acquisition Regulation to conform with Commerce's regulations.
Because of the delay in issuing government-wide regulations, we subse
quently agreed with the Subcommittee to ask nonprofit organization and
small business representatives to assess the combined impact of the title
rights provisions of Public Laws 96-517 and 98-620 on their respective
organizations and then assess the relative significance of several Public
Law 98-620 provisions for their respective organizations.

To assess agency efforts to implement subsequent federal patent policy
changes and the impact of these changes on agency procedures, we
interviewed officials and gathered data from the Army, the Navy, and
the Air Force in the Department of Defense (DOD); DOE; the Department
of Health and Human Services (HHS); the National Aeronautics and
Space Administration (NASA); and the National Science Foundation (NSF).
These agencies sponsored 96 percent of the federal research and devel
opment that nongovernment organizations performed in fiscal year
1985. Wealso interviewed officials of Commerce's Office of Produc
tivity, Technology and Innovation, which is responsible for issuing the
government-wide regulations implementing Public Law 98-620, and
Commerce's Patent and Trademark Office.
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assign title rights to another organization.' It removed restrictions on
how long nonprofit organizations could exclusively license their feder
ally funded inventions without obtaining federal agency approval.

Public Law 98-620 also transferred responsibility from the Office of
Federal Procurement Policy and GAO, respectively, to Commerce for
issuing government-wideregulations to implement the act and reviewing
federal agency exceptions for not giving a nonprofit or small business
funding agreement recipient title to an invention.

In addition to patent policy changes that give title rights to federal
funding agreement recipients, the Congress has enacted legislation to
encourage federal agencies to COmmercialize their inventions. Public
Law 96-5I7 authorized federal agencies to issue exclusive licenses for
their inventions. Between fiscal years 1982 and 1984, federal agencies
negotiated exclusive licenses for about 20 percent of all licenses issued.
The-Federal Technology Transfer Act of 1986 (Public Law 99-502, Oct.
20, 1986) authorizes federal agencies to permit the director of a govern
ment-operated laboratory to enter into cooperative research and.devel
opmentagreements with nonfederal organizations and to negotiate
licensing agreements for laboratory inventions. The act requires federal
agencies to pay government-employee inventor(s) at least 15 percent of
any royalties or other income received for an invention up to a max
imum of $100,000 per yearper inventor.

The Patent Law Amenctments Act of 1984 (Public Law 98-622, Nov. 8,
1984) established the Statutory Invention Registration (SIR) procedure.
A SIR is intended to providethe holder the defensive rights that a patent
provides to prevent others. from patenting the invention, but it does not
permit the holder to exclude others from making, using, or selling the

.,inyentionfora17,year period. Ifa second inventor of the same inven
tionas claimed in the SIRseeks a patent, the Patent and Trademark
Office would initiate an interference proceeding to determine whether
the inventions are substantially different and, if not, which inventor
developed the invention first-Patent and Trademark Office officials told

.us that, because the act states that a SIRhas all of the defensive attrib
utes of a patent, a SIR and a patent would be treated equally in an inter
ference proceeding, including a review of the inventors' notebooks to

2Manynohprofitorganizations use anotherorganization to patent andmarkettheir inventions. Often
they agree to transfer. title rights to the marketer.
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Public Law 96-517

In 1971 President Nixon issued a statement on government patent
policy, asserting that federal inventions are a valuable national resource
that should be expeditiously developed and used by the private sector
for the benefit of the national economy. In assessing the implementation
of this policy, a federal interagency committee on patent policy reported
that, as of the end of fiscal year 1975, the government had an inventory
of about 28,000 patented inventions but had licensed less than 5 percent
of them to businesses. In response to the report, the government has
taken several actions to stimulate the commercialization of federal tech
nology and to provide a less expensive alternative to a patent that
would protect .against patent infringement law suits by subsequent
inventors. These actions affect inventions made by both the recipients
of federal contracts, grants, and cooperative agreements (hereafter
referred to as funding agreement recipients) and federal laboratories.

Before 1980 the government had the option to retain title rights to all
inventions resulting from federally funded research and development.
To obtain title rights to an invention, funding agreement recipients could
request a title rights waiver in advance during contract negotiations or
on a case-by-case basis after they disclosed the invention to the federal
agency sponsoring the research.

The Patent and Trademark Amendments of 1980 (Public Law 96-517,
Dec. 12, 1980) gave universities, other nonprofit organizations, and
small businesses the option, with few exceptions, to retain title rights to
federally funded inventions that they developed.' If a nonprofit organi
zation or a small business elected to take title to an invention, the act
states that the government will have a royalty-free license to use the
invention. By foregoing its ownership rights, the government encourages
nonprofit and small business funding agreement recipients to develop
and market their federally funded inventions. For inventions with com
mercial potential, the nonprofit.organization or small business normally
would file a patent application at the Department of Commerce's Patent
and Trademark Office in order to obtain the right to exclude others from
making, using, or Selling the invention for the patent's 17-year life.

ITheregulations implementing the SmallBusinessAct (13 CFR Part 121) generallydefine a smaJll
business as having at most 500 employees, although alternative maximum numbers of employees or
annualsales areUSed for someindustries.
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The President's
Memorandum

Statutory Invention
Registrations

Executive Summary

the act's impact on commercializing federally funded inventions. Of the
Public Law 98-620 amendments, the administrators said that the
removal of licensing restrictions on nonprofit organizations will be par
ticularly significant.

All eight small business representatives whom we interviewed stated
that Public Laws 96-517 and 98c620 have had a significant positive
impact on small businesses. However, they added that other factors,
such as the federal Small Business Innovation Research program and the
1981tax act's lowering of the maximum capital gains tax rate, have had
equal or greater significance on small businesses' research and innova
tion efforts.

Federal agencies have implemented the President's memorandum.
Energy officials toldus that in response to the memorandum, Energy
plans to issue a regulation establishing criteria and procedures for many
of the large business contractors of its government-owned, contractor
operated facilities to retain title rights to some or all of the facilities'
inventions. .

While Statutory Invention Registrations are available to any applicant,
they are aimed at federal agencies (Defense, and to a lesser extent,
Energy) whose primary objectives are to obtain patents to protect their
large procurement programs from other inventors developing and pat
enting the inventions and subsequently filing patent infringement law
suits against the federal agencies. On an annual average between fiscal
years 1981 and 1986, Defense filed 1,154 patent applications and
licensed 16 inventions, and Energy filed 327 patent applications and
licensed 19 inventions. Statutory Invention Registrations comprised 12
percent of their total Patent Office applications in fiscal year 1986.

Defense and Energy patent attorneys expressed concern about using a
Statutory Invention Registration because it could adversely affect
inventor morale and it will result in only small cost savings for the
agency. Agencies have taken some actions to reduce inventors' concern
that a Statutory Invention Registration will not receive the recognition
of a patent. For example, effective January 1987, the Army established
the same incentive awards for Statutory Invention Registrations as are
used for patents. Regarding costsavings, the Patent Office's fees for a
Statutory Invention Registration are $500 less than the application and
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Executive Summary

Purpose

Background

Federal agencies have an inventory of more than 24,000 patented inven
tions but have had only ~odest success in marketing them. To stimulate
the use of federally funded technology, the government has made sev
eral changes in federal paterit policy that give most federal funding
recipients the right to retain title to inventions that they develop. The
government also established a Statutory I.nvention Rellistratioll proce
dure to reduce the federal patent inventory while protectirig federal
agencies from potential patent infringement law suits.

The Chairman, Subcommittee on Courts, Civil Liberties and the Admin
istration of Justice, House Committee on the Judiciary, requested that
GAO assessfederal agencies' implementation andthe impact on universi
ties, other nonprofitorganizations, and small businesses of three of
these changes in: federal patent policy:

• the 1984 amendments to Public Law 96-517 regarding title rights to
inventions that nonprofit organizations and small businesses developed
with federal funds;

• President Reagan's February 18, 1983, memorandum, which extended
title rights to all federal contractors to the extent permitted by law; and
Statutory Invention Registrations, which Public Law 98-622 established
in 1984.

The subcommittee also requested that we obtain the views of nonprofit
organizations and small businesses in assessing the impact of these
changes.

Enacted in 1980, Public Law 96-517 gave nonprofit organizations and
small businesses the right, with a few exceptions, toretain title to feder
ally funded inventions that they develop. The 1984 amendmentsin
Public Law 98-620 extended the act's coverage and removed or eased
some of its restrictions, The President's memorandum gave most large
business contractors the right to retain title to inventions that they
developed with federal funds.

Statutory Invention Registrations were designed to provide inventors
with a less time-consuming and less expensive alternative to a patent. A
Statutory Invention Registration is similar to a patent because it pre
vents others from patenting an invention, but it differs from a patent
because it does not permit the holder to exclude others from making,
using, or selling the invention. In its report on Public Law 98-622, the
Senate Committee on the Judiciary stated that the commercialization
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